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Evil Evolution
Valentina Tanni

Technology progress miracles have

always generated utopia and

nightmares. Hopeful visions of a

better future, but gloomy and

catastrophic predictions too. The risk

within the rash use of scientific

discoveries and their products is a

subject which, since the First

Industrial Revolution, when the

panorama of cities and suburbs

started to show the signs of a firm

“artificial” invasion, has been

animating sociologic debates as

artists, writers and filmmakers do.

From Frankenstein to Blade Runner,

where the dangerous connection was

between man and metal, between

nature and robotics- up to new

backgrounds opened by bio and

nano-technologies, the subject of

rebellion and sequent loss of control

of man, of one of the two parts at

stake (both nature and technology

itself mature enough as to become a

second nature) is now a topos.

The recent short film Metalosis

Maligna relates to this glorious and

frequented tradition . The film was

directed by the young Dutch film-

maker Floris Kaayk (1982), founder

with the coeval and colleague Sil van

der Woerd (1982) of Microbia Films, a

little production house gathering both

works directed individually and those

directed in pair.

.

Metalosis Maligna (2006) can be

considered a docu-fiction: the short-

film follow, at a stylistic and

iconographic point of view, the form

of the television documentary, telling

the story of a mysterious, spectacular

and disturbing illness. Completely
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fictitious but incredibly verisimilar.

The bacteria ( streptococcus

metalomaligna)’s infection attacks

people with metal prosthesis. And if,

so far, the rejection of the hosting

organism was the only risk, the film

imagines a future in which the

prosthesis is alive and dangerous,

interfering and ready to grow,

branching within and outside organic

tissues. They can even replace flesh, in

an arborescent tangle of metal

outgrowths.

The fiction is effective and well built,

the stylistic elements of the

documentary are followed perfectly,

and the union between traditional

shot and computerized graphics is

perfect. The scenery, deprived of any

scientific fundament, manages to

result disturbing exactly because built

with rigour and control of the used

language.

.

It isn’t the first time the two Microbia

film-makers confront with the

encounter/clash between natural and

artificial. While van der Woerd in Swim

(2005) deals with fecundation with a

terse and evocative style (including

science fiction elements), Kaayk, with

The Order Electrus (2005) had already

showed his interest in adaptation

mechanisms of natural environment

to technologic invasion. In this short-

movie the main characters of this

distopia are insects. A new species of

“electric” beasties born spontaneously

within industrial structures capable of

reproduction, defence and attack.

Shots, editing and performing voice

too are taken by a common divulging

documentary, maybe broadcast by

Discovery Channel. The threat, as in

Metalosis Maligna, comes from

evolutionary mechanisms’

extraordinary power. Capable of

fighting and overcoming any human

intervention, however interfering it

could seem. It is an evolution which

doesn’t mean just self-defence, but

which looks like vengeance�.

www.microbia.nl

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

MfZd45I3g4k
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Live Ixem 06…a Summary
Alessandro Massobrio

The last 17 th December there was the

6th Edition of  the Italian  contest  of

electronic  experimental  music  and

arts Ixem, at the Rialto Santambrogio

in  Rome,  in  an intimate and cordial

environment; it was enough to dilute

the  competitive  tension  which  was

however  present,  to  testimony  the

i m p o r t a n c e  t h a t  t h e

festival/competition  of  Antitesi  has

on  a  national  level.

10 projects were presented during the

event  which  starts  from  the  6  and

finishes  late  at  night  with  the

proclamation of the winning project,

Incastro  di  Mondi.  Among  the  very

few  non  audio-video  participants

together with Invisible fields in which

Gianluca Beccuzzi aka Esa process at

the pc stones and rubbles, Incastro di

Mondi is a short performance in which

three  instrumentalists  Mario  Garuti,

G r a z i a  M a r i  a n d  L u c a  B o s s i

(respectively at the violin, low clarinet

and  transverse  flute)  improvise

controlled via game pad by Tommaso

Perego.

an  electro  acoustic  session  with  an

high  performance  level  and  with  a

delightful  visual  impact:  the  four

musicians  are  one  in  front  of  each

other so that they form, with a cross

of looks and intentions,  the track of

the  directions  and  of  the  executive

and  performative  choices,  that

starting from the interaction with the

software (which is the 5 th element of

the ensemble)  enter in a rather tidy

game of goads and answers with long

pauses  and  convulsive  moments

vaguely rhythmic. The live of Federico

Placidi  and Matteo  Milani  instead is

more  organic,  for  double  bass  and

laptop in the project U.S.O. Incastro di

Mondi  wins  the  opportunity  of

realizing a CD produced by Antitesi.
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After  the  pause  dedicated  to  the

dinner,  la  long  night  of  Live!Ixem

rallies  round  the  Dutch  Thomas

Ankersmit and Edwin Van der Heide,

members  of  the  jury  together  with

Domenico Sciajno and guests who, for

the occasion,  exhibit  in  two brilliant

performances. If the Italian audience

�it  is  said-  suffers  from  xenomania

ever since in the music such as in the

politics, in the cinema, in TV and also

in internet, it is in such cases that the

thing  maybe  should  be  read  as  a

symptom rather than as a disease.

The two Dutch give a lection of style

not on a technical-artistic level but for

the attention of the details, the scenic

presence  and  the  capacity  of

transforming the context  into a  real

performative space. It is also true that

in the northern Europe the electronic

music  is  made  very  seriously,  it  is

something  for  everybody  and  it  is

enjoyed,  sold  and  used.  So  it  has

sense.  It  doesn’t  frustrate  the

opportunity to not enjoy or to make a

new  delightful  experience  without

entering  for  this  reason  in  sterile

dichotomies  between  lightness  and

gravity, seriousness and opening. But

maybe this is  another question; it  is

more complex and social.
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Photo by Arianna D’Angelica for Mixed

Media Festival – 2006

The  attention  of  Ankersmit  for  the

scenic  part  of  his  electroacoustic

performance  is  very  attractive;  his

performance  starts  from  a  silent

exploration  of  the  synthesizer  and

little by little grows changing into a

wall  of  metallic  sound  produced  by

the sax made with the pc. Ankersmit,

elegant  and  serene,  follows  his

improvisation with little movement of

the body which are very emphatic but

at the same time controlled and sure.

Van Der Heide (DigiMag talked about

h im  in  the  i ssue  D ig iMag  06  �

Luglio/Agosto  05)  works  instead

motionless, only with his laptop in the

by now very popular LSP performance

seen also at the Dissonanze in Rome

and Mixed Media of Milan in the last

year, immersing the spaces of Rialto

into  a  perceptive  very  physical

experience with luminous laser shafts

flooded of smoke, which visualize the

sounds generated and controlled via

software with the space and on the

walls  in  bio  and  three  dimensional

geometric forms.

He project Echran is interesting, it was

presented  for  the  first  time  at  an

international  level  at  the  festival

Mixed Media  of  Milan the last  June

(DigiMag talked about it in the issue

DigiMag  13-  Maggio  2006)  for  the

balance  between  the  concrete

elements  and  generative  invasions

and that of Pietro Riparbelli,  built  in

growing  on  a  single  track  starting

from the elaboration of a analogical,

iridescent  and  conjuring  shaft  of

frequencies.

www.ixem.it
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Avit C23, Pixels Want To Be Trusted
Silvia Bianchi

The second edition of Avit C23 took

place in Berlin from the 27 th to the 30

of  January  together  with  the  23  rd

annual hacking conference: Computer

Chaos  Conference.  The  event,

organised  by  the  new  association

Visual Berlin, gathering from less than

a  year,  video  artists  active  locally,

configured as  an  exchange moment

between European realities (and not

o n l y )  a c t i v e  w i t h i n  v i s u a l

e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n  a n d  a s  a

c o n f r o n t a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  w i d e

“computer  addicted”  community

gathered in Berlin on the occasion of

the Chaos Conference.

Central  location  of  the  event  Art  &

Beauty Area of Bcc, congress centre

located on the heart of the Alexander

Platz,  which  housed  Avit’s  Vying

showcases and dozens of  Computer

Conference  workshops,  devoted  to

computer  culture  and hacking.  Near

BBC, M12 was selected as the second

location  for  Avit,  housing  in  the

afternoon  readings  and  showcases,

and  in  the  n ight  aud io-v ideo

showcases by the protagonists of the

festival.

M12 is one of the historical locations

of  the  Ber l in  v isua l  scene,  an

experimental  platform  managed  by

t h e  c o l l e c t i v e  V i s o m a t . i n c .

Visomat.inc born at the beginning of

the 90′s with the will to make media

art  and  club  culture  meet,  to  turn

music into a visual product connoted

by the relevance given by the audio

production  thanks  to  a  capsizing  of

the canonical relation between music

and  video  imposed  by  minimal

electronics.

.
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After  years  working  in  the  field  of

visual  experimentation,  Visomat

focused  on  the  creation  of  a  space

giving the opportunity to music and

Berlin visual artists to expose to the

public  their  work.  Their  present

project, M12, was conceived this way,

an  atypical  club,  located  within  the

Alexander  Platz  Shopping  Centre,

conceived with the aim to make the

point on trends and evolutions in the

field of in motion images and audio

research and to represent a point of

reference  for  musical  and  visual

artists.

On  the  occasion  of  Avit,  M12  has

represented  a  moment  of  meeting

and  confrontation  comfortable  and

cosy,  where  local  and  foreigner  VJs

gathered to discuss and perform in a

familiar  and  relaxed  atmosphere.

During  the  show,  50  artists  coming

from  all  over  the  world  had  the

opportunity  to  perform  thei r

showcases and it represented an open

interchange on what Vying is and on

how this scene is growing in Europe.

A  meeting,  coordinated  by  AVIT

creators, took place on the last day of

Avit  C23,  to  make  the  point  of  the

situation on the activity of European

portals and on the possibility to create

a single platform gathering worldwide

users’  contributions  through  the

archiving of news and information in a

b l o g  a n d  a  f o r u m  o p e n e d  t o

everybody.
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Recently dozens of local associations

have formed: associations made up of

video  artists  with  different  origins,

who  gathered  the i r  forces  to

communicate  and  promote  what

revolves around the Vying’ world, their

activities  and  their  productions.  In

Great Britain the biggest syndication

is AVIT Uk, community born from the

international VJforums.com.

Avit  activity  aims  at  promoting  and

producing  events  connected  to  VJ

Culture  and  the  elevation  of  Vying

into a different form of art. AVIT has

chosen to export its format and after

different  English  editions  of  the

AVITUK  festival,  in  Brighton  and

Birmingham, turned into a trademark

and  has  brought  new  European

festivals  labelled  AVIT  to  life,  in

col laboration  with  other  local

associations.

It is the case of AVIT Berlin, conceived

thanks to the collaboration between

AVIT network and Visual  Berlin,  and

AVIT France, which will be in Paris on

next 21 st and 22 nd of January events

w i t h i n  w h i c h  A V I T  b r i n g s  i t s

philosophy  and  ideals.

.

Visual  Berlin  is  a  video  artists  and

Berlin  VJs  community  committed  in

the  perpetual  interchange  of

experience with the international and

national  scene,  beyond the research

on contents and expressive modalities

of  Vying.  Each  month  the  network

organises  a  meeting  named  VJ

Stammtish (VJ Regular Table), where

local  visual  artists  can  gather  to

discuss  and  prove,  in  contact  and

confrontation with others’ work. Each

meeting  ends  with  an  open  Jam

Session where passionate people can

expose their works.

Visual Berlin approach, and somehow

Avit’s,  have  the  privi lege  to  be

laboratorial,  in  such  a  way  as  to

emphasize what should be researched

and on the contrary is not present in a

blooming  of  festivals  and  events

11



caring  just  for  the  audio-video  final

product;  the  improvising  soul,  so

interesting  and  unique,  Vying  owns.
www.visualberlin.org/modules/conte

nt/index.php?id=1
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Motomichi Nakamura, Japanes Hasta La Madre
Marco Mancuso

I n  u n  a m b i e n t e ,  a r t i s t i c o  e

professionale,  in  cui  sempre  più

spesso  il  riconoscimento  di  una

p r e c i s a  l e v a t u r a  a r t i s t i c a  è

determinato,  soprattutto  a  livello

grafico e visuale, più dalla capacità di

utilizzo  eclettico  del  software  open

source più recente che da una visione

estetica  più  ampia  e  stilisticamente

matura  e  riconoscibile,  il  lavoro  del

visual  artist,  vj  e  motion  graphic

designer  giapponese/americano

Motomichi Nakamura, riconcilia con la

semplicità, la dinamicità e la potenza

espressiva della graphic animation.

Flash  si  sà,  è  un  software  le  cui

potenzialità, sia in ambito progettuale

web che in un contesto più artistico, è

universalmente  riconosciuta  ma  da

pochi  conosciuta  in  profondità,

n o n o s t a n t e  q u e l l o  c h e  m o l t i

accreditati pensano e dicono. Certo, è

un  software  proprietario,  non  dà  la

possibilità di mettere mano al codice

né  tanto  meno  di  condividere  i  file

sorgente,  ma  quando  vi  capiterà  di

venire  a  contatto  con  il  lavoro  di

Motomichi  Nakamura,  con  la  sua

capacità  di  usare  questo  tool  di

animazione  vettoriale  in  un  modo

assolutamente unico e personale, beh

allora probabilmente direte�ma chi se

ne frega!

Dotato di un talento visivo visionario

quanto  ironico,  di  un  tratto  grafico

pul i to  e  come  detto  del  tutto

riconoscibile  nel  suo  uso  di  tinte

piatte,  accostamenti  cromatici,  di

linee  nette  e  definite,  Motomichi

Nakamura  ha  il  pregio  di  riuscire  a

tradurre  in  immagini  un  mondo

interiore  fatto  di  personaggi  post

umani,  spesso  crudeli  e  spaventosi,

con un retaggio da anime giapponese

filtrato  però  con  la  visione  cinica  e

impaurita  del  mondo  occidentale.

Tutti  i  characters,  le  animazioni,  gli

oggetti  e  le  stampe  di  Motomichi

Nakamura  riescono  a  non  perdere

però una feroce ironia di  fondo che

rende il  messaggio più “morbido” ed

“efficace” allo stesso tempo. Ho avuto

il  piacere  di  conoscere  Motomichi

Nakamura  in  occasione  dell’evento
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Screen  Music  curato  da  Digicult  a

F i r e n z e  l o  s c o r s o  D i c e m b r e

(

http://www.digicult.it/2006/ScreenM

usic.asp)  ,  in  cui  l’artista  era  stato

invitato per accompagnare il  live set

di Otto Von Schirach, musicista Idm di

M i a m i  c h e  n o n  h a  b i s o g n o  d i

presentazioni. Il link era nato nella mia

testa  quando  vidi  due  videoclip

preparati  da  Motomichi  per  Otto,

Laptops&Martin’s  e  quelli  per  il

progetto  Evoe.  Il  link  tra  musica  e

i m m a g i n i  è  s e m p l i c e  q u a n t o

immediato  ed  efficace,  al  punto  da

spingermi a proporre ai due artisti un

live  set  audio-video  per  il  festival

fiorentino.

.

Curioso è stato poi scoprire che i due

non solo non erano mai stati invitati

da nessuno a performare insieme (!!!),

ma che la risultante della loro sinergia

ha reso la prima mondiale di Firenze

un  evento  unico  e  memorabile  per

entrambi.

Marco Mancuso: Would you like to tell

me  how  did  you  started  graphic

design activity? If you started/studied

classical  graphic  design  arriving  to

digital  graphic  design  or  if  you

approached digital graphic animation

from the beginning?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I  went  to

Parsons School of Design in New York

and  studied  Communication  Design

and  Illustration.  I  was  a  senior  in

school in 1996, a time when the web

design  industry  was  growing  at  an

extremely fast pace in New York and

that made it very easy for me to focus

on digital design and animation during

my last year of school and to become

involved  in  the  indurstry  after  I

graduated.

Marco  Mancuso:  Do  you  consider

yourself more a graphic designers or a

visual artist as well? Which is, in your

opinion,  the  difference  between

them?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I  consider

myself  a  visual  artist.  In  my opinion

graphic  design  is  more  of  a  project

based  activity,  where  visual  work  is

produced to be in line with a brand or

client’s  perspective.  In  the  case  of

visual  art  work,  the  work  expresses

more  of  the  ar t i s t ’ s  persona l

perspective  and  it’s  consistent  with

the artist’s  visual  style  regardless  of

wether the project is comissioned by

14
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a client or not.

.

Marco Mancuso:  You use Flash as  a

powerful graphic/animation tool, and

you seem not so interested in Action

Scripting potentialities (in your visual

communication of course, maybe for

web design is different). In the same

time you don’t seem so interested in

softwares like Processing, VVVV, Max,

Pd or others, like many other graphic

designers  and visual  artists  are ding

now. Why Flash is so strictly linked to

your way of expression?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I  have  used

action scripting for some of my web

related projects in the past, but in my

current  work  I  prefer  to  focus  on

creating  graphics  and  animation

r a t h e r  t h a n  o n  d e v e l o p i n g

interactivity.  I  really  like  the  sharp

quality of vector based graphics and

that’s  why  most  of  elements  in  my

animation  are  created  using  Adobe

Illustrator  and  Flash  is  great  for

animating vector based graphics and

outputing  my  animation  to  video

format.

Marco  Mancuso :  Your  graphics,

characters,  colours,  animations  are

really  well  recognizible.  Did  you

study/think  about  it?  How  much  is

important for you to be recongizible

from the others?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I  had  always

preferred to work with limited colors

and simple  graphical  elements  even

while I was still in school. I’ve kept on

simplifying my graphics over the years

and that’s how my current style came

out to be.

I  think that in general  it’s  important

for artists to have a recognizable style.

Not because I place much importance

in  being  “original”  but  because  I

believe  that  we  all  have  something

unique to share and that art is a great

outlet for expressing our differences.

.

Marco  Mancuso:  And  what  all  your

graphics and characters rappresents?

How much are characteristic of your

15



personality and thinking? Sometimes

it speaks about violence and terror in

a very ironic way…

Motomichi Nakamura: I try to explore

both positive and negative aspects of

human nature through my characters

and  to  v iew  themes  l ike  fear ,

obsession, anger and innocence with

an  open  mind  and  some  sense  of

humor.

Marco  Mancuso:  When I  met  you,  I

was thinking that your way of being

was  a  mix  between  eastern  and

western mentality  and aestethic.  Do

you think this is true and its reflected

in  your  graphic  designa  and  visual

aesthetic?

Motomichi Nakamura: This is certainly

the  case,  I  grew  up  in  Japan  but

moved to the U.S. when I was still in

high school. I also lived for a few years

in  South  America  after  I  graduated

f r o m  c o l l e g e .  B o t h  o f  t h e s e

experiences  living  outside  of  Japan

have influenced my work very much.

At the same time I also feel that my

Japanese background remains always

very strong and this is also reflected in

my work.

.

Marco Mancuso: How is living in New

York today for a graphic design / artist

like you? Are you linked to New York

club  scene  like  Monkeytown  or

others?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I’ve  had  the

opportunity  to  perform  at  Monkey

Town and other venues in New York. I

think living in New York is  great for

me  s imply  because  i t ’ s  a  very

multicultural  city  where  artists  and

n o n - a r t i s t s  f r o m  d i f f e r e n t

b a c k g r o u n d s  c a n  l i v e  v e r y

comfortably.  I  think  there  are  many

good  opportunities  for  graphic

designers  in  New  York.  In  terms  of

digital media art maybe not as many

as for graphic designers. I think there

needs  to  be  more  investment  in

venues and events in order for digital

art to really take off in New York.

Marco Mancuso: You worked also with

some musicians in the past, expecially

with the great Otto Von Shirach. How

did you work for a music visualization

ina videoclip? What about your live

shows and how was your first live

experience with Otto at Screen Music

festival last December?

Motomichi  Nakamura:  I  think  that

animation and a music combine very

naturally, when I work on visuals for a

music track I follow pretty much the

same process as when I create other
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animations, the difference is that I let

the theme and feeling of  the music

guide a lot of the visual choices and

the rhythm of the animation. I really

enjoy  collaborating  with  musicians

and I specially had a great experience

working  with  Otto  and  have  been

working with him for quite some time,

but  we  never  had  the  chance  to

perform together on stage. So I think

the  performance  in  Florence  was  a

great experience and a lot of fun for

us. Otto creates so much energy on

stage, for me I think it was one of the

best performances I have ever done.

www.motomichi.com/

www.digicult.it/2006/ScreenMusic.as

p

http://www.vjcentral.it/content/vie

w/425/95/
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Daan Roosegaarde. An interactive and
sustainable world

Silvia Scaravaggi

Daan Roosegaarde  (1979)  is  a  young

sculptor/architect  working  in

Rotterdam , the Netherlands. In 2006

he  launched  Studio  Roosegaarde  in

which  series  of  interactive  artworks

are created.

He studied at  the Academie of  Fine

Arts AKI in Enschede and the Berlage

Institute,  a  Postgraduate  Laboratory

of  Architecture  in  Rotterdam .

Roosegaarde’s  works  explore  the

d y n a m i c  r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n

architecture, people and new media.

His  sculptures  are  a  collision  of

technology and the human body.  In

this interaction the sculptures create a

situation  where  visitor  and  public

space  become  one.

Roosegaarde’s  projects  have  been

shown  in  exhibitions  at  NAi,  V2  &

Netherlands Media  Art  Institute and

p u b l i s h e d  i n  I t e m s  a n d  N R C

Handelsblad . His last work Flow has

been exhibiting at Ljubljana Triennale,

Slovenia, while here you can see all his

e a r l y  w o r k s

http://www.studioroosegaarde.net/p

roject/more-works/photo

Silvia Scaravaggi: We can’t say your

projects and works go slowly� from

2001, starting with 22 Beds , until 2007

with Flow at Ljubljana Triennale , you

developed 11 works, 5 among them

are interactive. You don’t waste your

time�…

Daan  Roosegaarde:  Your’re  right.

Pacience has never been one of my

virtues!

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  I  would  like  to
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understand how you developed your

works,  talking  about  Liquid  Space,
Wind,  Dune  and  Flow  which  are

interactive works. Can you find a “red

line” linking them together? Why did

you  start  going  on  with  technology

and  art  research,  how  is  it  connect

with your first works on sculpture and

architecture?

Daan Roosegaarde: Just before I went

to the academy of Fine Arts I made a

journey  through  South  Europe  .

Moving  to  the  desert  of  Morocco  I

was fascinated with the landscape. Its

horizon  was  always  present  as  an

abstract  line which was continiously

being  influenced  by  the  travelling

nomads. I  made a lot of sketches in

this period. Back to the Netherlands I

wanted to drag these drawings into a

mater ia l i ty ;  s ince  this  is  your

fascination as a sculptor. Based on the

drawings I  realized the sculpture 22
Beds,  made out of  bedspirals  which

are  heated  into  fluid  forms  as  a

dynamic  landscape.  Although  the

piece worked out well there was still

something missing for me; almost if

the  format  itself  was  restricting

instead  of  activiting.

Making art for me is like having a taste

in your mouth of  which you do not

know the ingredients.  It  is  from this

point where you start to explore;  to

read,  write,  travel,  talk-  to  find  the

required  ingredients.  I  realized  that

the  process  of  making  with  all  its

dynamics of drawing and building was

one of the most important things to

me. The static sculptures I made felt

like wind in a glass bottle which is not

wind anymore.  So I  started working

on  the  idea  that  the  visitor  could

become  a  part  of  the  installation-

realtime. Technology soon became a

necessity. I am not a technical person

but  it  was  the  consequence  of  this

journey  in  which  the  making  made

me.

Silvia Scaravaggi: You said you’re not

a  “technological  person”,  this  is

amazing  to  me!

Daan Roosegaarde: But that’s true. I

am really interested in human aspects

of  research:  architecture  and

technology  are  interesting  because

strictly  connected  with  generative

and  sensitive  aspects  of  reality.

Because of that I work with engineers

and  technicians  who  care  about

technological  aspects.

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  We  can  say  “the

more human it is,  the more you are
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closer to your deals�”…

Daan Roosegaarde: This exploration is

the  work  and  I  have  a  masochistic

pleasure  of  placing  myself  in  a

situation which I  do not know. I  am

forced to create a a new grammar in

order  to  communicate.  For  example

going from an academy of Fine art to

the Berlage Institute (a postgraduate

laboratory of architecture) is a change

in grammar which doesn’t make your

life convenient but for sure helps you

find your own parameters.

I want to make sculptures which have

the  same  type  of  d ivers i ty  in

appearance. “Liquid construction” is a

serie  of  interactive sculptures  which

react on the sounds and motion of the

visitor.  In this the main ingredient is

the  human  interaction.  They  are

connected  in  their  titles  in  which

there is something about the physical

world  (nature)  and the virtual  world

(upgrades).  L iquid  Space  is  an

interactive cocon which reacts to your

sounds  and  motions;  changing

sounds, light and size according to the

intensity of human behavior. It is an

interacive animal Wind 3.0  is a more

sensual object where ventilators react

to your voice and motion and trigger

hundreds of fibers which follow you.

Dune  4 .0  is  a  t rue  interact ive

landscape,  where  hundred  of  fibers

react  to  your  sound  and  motion  as

you walk through it.

Silvia Scaravaggi:  This last work and
Flow 5.0 too are site-specific  .  With
Dune 4.0  you reached the selected

audience of Montevideo . What could

happen  if  you  decide  to  put  your

sculptures in a whatever public place,

as a square?

Daan Roosegaarde: 
Dune 4.0 

has born

for  Montevideo  �  the  Netherland

Media  Art  Institute  of  Amsterdam  �

and as all other sculptures, has been

exhibited  in  the  Netherlands  and

abroad, but also further developed at

S t u d i o  R o o s e g a a r d e  f o r

implementation  into  public  space.  I

am extreemly  interested in  scale,  in

the relation between your body and

the  surroundings.  We would  have  a

completely  different  conversation  if

the  ceiling  would  be  10cm  or  10

meters  above  our  heads.  Main

question in my work became how to

use  this  parameter  to  personalize

space for the visitor. Being an artist is

for me juggling with balls; artistically,

financally, conceptually. In the tuning

o f  t h e s e  e l e m e n t s  l a y s  y o u r

artisticness and your authencity. Each

context in which the work is  placed

(from concerthall to museum) triggers

different  qualities  of  the  work,  to

become more sensual, more adaptive

and yes, more dangerous.
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Silvia Scaravaggi: Isn’t there a thin line

separating  audience  involvement,

interaction and manipulation, and the

freedom  of  interactivity  and  the

technical  order  of  a  programmed

work?

Daan  Roosegaarde:   Yes,  there’s  a

subt le  border  between  a  f ree

interaction and a kind of manipulated

use of your audience. Think about art

and  commerce:  although  they  have

similar  elements  such as  the will  to

engage there is a difference in goal.

Art  tries  to  explore,  to  re-invent  its

grammar-  always  change  a  winning

formula- while commerce is aiming at

an  emotional  ensurance  within  the

clients environment. But yes, there is

a  thin  balance  when  it  comes  to

participation and manipulating of the

v is i tor  which  I  am  ext remely

interested  in.  When  do  we  make  a

choice or when do we follow what is

already present? The visitor intuitively

engage this  question while  being in

the artworks.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How many different

layers of meanings can you recognize

in  your  experience  with  visitors

interaction?

Daan Roosegaarde:  The work  reacts

to your sounds and motion. According

to this input the developed software

regulates  and  triggers  different

moods- so for example when people

are moving hecticly the artwork will

react  in  a  similar  way.  At  the same

time  the  artwork  has  its  own  will;

seducing  the  visitor  to  participate.

Here  you  have  different  type  of

people; 1  sec, 1  min and 10 minutes.

We always try to give all these people

something to work with. So if you clap

with your hands loudly you will get a

clear effect. A few people will notice

that  if  they  clap  several  times  the

work will react differently to it- since

the software recognizes the patterns.

Others  wi l l  see  that  i t  reacts

differently  whether  there  alone  or

with  more  people.  It  is  al  about

creating  a  divers  environment  for

human  explorations.

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  Is  it  interactivity

able to change our visitor “status” into

something different? Is it interactivity

a  new  way  to  build  up  a  dialogue

between  work-space-audien-

e-environment,  considering  design,
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commercial, new way of living spaces,

houses, and public spaces?

Daan Roosegaarde: For me this is the

best  part  of  making  these  kind  of

installations; the interaction with the

visitors.  There is a hard construction

( t h e  m a t e r i a l s ,  t h e  p r e s e n t

architecture) and a soft construction

(the  software  and  the  human

behavior).  Where  they  meet  form

begins to arise. While watching how

people  react  on  the  work  I  realized

this: the main ingredient is the human

interaction itself.  There is a moment

of  ‘glitch’;  where  the  visitor  enters

towards the artwork, looks and start

realizing that what it sees is actually

connected  to  their  behavior.  This  is

interaction; You walk the walk and the

walk walks you. I would like to invite

the  visitor  to  become  a  participant

instead of  an observer.  But  with  an

installation such as Dune 4.0 it goes

one step further; the visitor becomes

a performer.

But  here  the  audience  becomes  an

essential  element  of  the  identity  of

the work itself. All this happens in a

supernatural  environment;  you  are

walking through a corridor. It is here

that  all  the technology merges with

your body, as a realtime extension of

your  skin  -feeling  like  an  ‘Alice  in

Technoland’.  We  are  living  in  age

where virtual and physical world are

colliding, billboards will disappear and

you  will  get  much  more  personal

information  which  is  broadcasted

through technology,  embedded with

your human body. I see my sculptures

as  a  second  layer  of  personal

experience and information over the

existing  architecture;  as  a  dynamic

interface.

Presence is relative. In a time where

(public) space continiously is in a flux I

want to create an environment which

is personally yours for the time that

you are there. Also it reacts differently

when  you  are  together  with  other

people. So in its best case the work

becomes a mediator between people;

a place for communication by human

interaction.

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  How  much  does

technology  influence  art,  and  art

influence  architecture,  and  new

media? Is it technology just a medium

to reach some more development in

artwork and architecture, or is it also

an  independent  structure  to  work

with?

Daan  Roosegaarde:  Technology  is  a

tool just as a piece of crayon is- it can

inspire  and  communicate  the  same

intrinsic values you want to use as an

artist.  The  difference  is  that  using

technology in interactive artworks has

a nice paradox. In my work it is more

about  letting  the  technology  merge

into the sculptures. But to be able to

be merged it should function well, it
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should be tunable to the behaviour I

want to give it. This was the starting

point  of  many  collaborations  with

software  engineers ,  mater ia l

m a n u f a c t u r e r s  a n d  c u l t u r a l

foundations.  My  tools  differ  from

weld ing  machine  t i l l  laptop  �

s o m e t i m e s  b u i l d i n g  m y  o w n

prototypes,  sometimes working with

software  engineers  to  make  a  very

specific piece of software and other

times outsourcing the development of

electronic  circuits.  This  is  why  I

launched Studio  Roosegaarde which

functions as a laboratorium for art &

technology  projects-  to  create  a

platform  which  incorporates  this

research.

I  am a  big  believer  of  speed;  since

when things are in motion they have

the capacity to change. The projects

of liquid constructions  function in a

similar  way;  in  a  constant  state  of

‘copy  morph’  they  try  to  find  their

resembles  and  differences  towards

each  other.  I  am  obsessed  with

relations; how do things react on each

other, why does something looks the

way it does? In that way interaction is

not only present between the visitor

and the artwork but also during the

making  i tse l f .  I t  i s  a  dynamic

ingredient  of  the  sculptures.  This

became for me beauty; the capacity

to be several things at once.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Looking to external

aspects  of  your  works  I  also  think

about a big and important concept of

t h e s e  d a y s :  a  s  u s t a i n a b l e

development in art, architecture, and

urbanity…What  do  you  think  about

that?

Daan  Roosegaarde:  Yes,  you  are

absolutely right and it  is  getting my

attention more and more. Tuning your

environment  to  the  needs  of  that

moment-  that’s  what  interactivity  is

about  and  for  sure  its  ecological

benefits  will  become  an  important

factor in the near future. For me it is

not about making expensive pavilions

at a World Expo but adding a layer on

a daily environments such as an ugly

parking garage. Also cities will have to

think  about  merging  functions  in

public  space  since  so  many  things

already  happen  at  the  same  time.

What will be the function of nature in

an urban setting? Hopefully not only

trees and green houses but more an

update of nature, a Nature 2.0.

Silvia Scaravaggi: These are very new

themes and of a very strong impact

on visitors opinion. Who do they deal
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with  politics?  Aren’t  attractive  for

some mechanisms of the art system?

Daan Roosegaarde:  The  Netherlands

has  a  rich  industry  which  tries  to

incorporate  creativity  into  their

business. For the interactive projects I

make alliances with different partners.

Companies  in  NL  realize  that  they

have  to  do  more  than  buying  and

selling and actually start to enhance

products.  This  helps  me to research

and  produce  high  quality  projects

which  can  handle  the  (ab)use  of

visitors in an urban setting. I recently

met an electricity company that found

attract ive  my  works  for  the i r

interactive  qualities.

They  thought  to  find  some  mew

solutions for security safness in some

dark  areas  of  the  cities:  someone

closet  o  a  sculputre  can  activate  a

light  with  his  movement,  and  be

recognizable. This could prevent some

bad  situations  inparks,  streets,

dangerous  quarters.And here  we go

back  to  question  of  use-abuse  of

audience�but anyway I do really think

interactivity  can  help  us  to  change

and make better urban environments,

if used in a correct way. Parts of the

artworld  though  are  more  divided.

Some  are  still  making  seperations

between  a  piece  of  crayon  and  a

computermouse.  I  think  this  is

disturbing  the  artistic  innovation

which could be possible. It seems that

countries  with  a  blanc  and  fresh

history in technology such as Slovenia

and South Korea have more potential

into  becoming  r ich ,  c reat ive

environments.

Silvia Scaravaggi:  Flow, is actually at

Ljubljana  Triennale.  New  places  to

explore? Which are your new aims for

the future?

Daan  Roosegaarde:  with  Flow  I

thought  about  something  really

simple.  A  20  meters  wall  with  fans

interacting  with  the  environment.  It

should  be  something  extremly

ordinary and at the same time brand

new: so easy, so simple, to seem very

common. Flexibility is the idea at the

basis  of  this  new  research,  and  its

utility too. Flow could be easily used

in dancefloors and placet with heating

problems, as Indian hospitals. I always

look at future potentialities.

I am always looking for new spaces to

manoeuvre; so in that way it will

become an exciting new year. We are

already talking to several parties;

varying from a car manufacturer to a
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cultural foundation. Important for me

is to keep it sharp; how does the

context activate new ingredients of

the work? Personally I want to move

to a situation where I am not only

creating interactive artworks for

exhibitions but that they will be

actually implemented into public

space and architecture. The ordinary,

the setting, the better, the work will

perform. These are complex relational

networks (since they are shared

spaces) which I am diving in right now

– in which the show ‘Explorations in

Art & Technology’ on next 15th of

February – will be a great tool to see

how people interact and to discuss

their functionality.

I’ll have my Dunes!

www.studioroosegaarde.net

www.studioroosegaarde.net/?project

_id=6
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No Signal: Overseas Music
Miriam Petruzzelli

What will Fellini’s movies be without

Nino  Rota’s  soundtracks?  Chaplin’s

silent  movies  without  its  music

counterpoint he composed even after

sound advent? Chaplin, who believed

that cinema’s essence was its silence,

has  taught  us  that  sound  isn ’t

composed  of  words,  but  notes.

A century after cinema’s invention the

link  between  music  and  image  in

motion prevail in each communication

system amazing and reinventing over

and  over  again.  Many  things  have

changed,  even  thanks  to  new

technologies,  but  creativity,  this

unceasing need to express visions and

alternative paths capable of becoming

lucid and dreamy interpreters of this

incredible  reality,  to  guide  our

experiences.  In  other  worlds  Art,

research,  passion,  innovation.

This, at least, is an interesting reading

of  the  contemporaneous  edited  by

TiConZero,  cultural  association  and

musical research centre from nearly a

century,  active  on  the  Sardinian

territory  in  the  organisation  and

promot ion  of  per formances ,

m e e t i n g s ,  w o r k s h o p s ,  a s

experimentation  and  innovation

between music and theatre. Signal is

an  insular  festival  with  a  confident

manner, aiming at that kind of public

feeling the need of new paths, longing

for  innovating  expressions  and  for

o r i g i n a l  m e n t a l  p a t h s  a n d

perspectives  alternative  to  prefixed

logics of cultural consumption. From

the  13th  of  January  to  the  18th  of

February a rich and original calendar

o f  n i g h t s - e v e n t s  b e t w e e n

experimental  music  and  videos,  but

not only.

.
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Marc  Ribot,  Victor  Nubla,  Paolo

Angeli,  Elio  Martusciello,  Økapi:  are

some  of  the  protagonists  of  Signal

(Teatr i  del  suono),  near  which

projections,  video  installations,  VJ

sets  and  video-art  expositions  are

shown. Signal, video signals, a review

within another review proposing the

works by Nico Vascellari, Michael Fliri,

Shoggoth,  Fluid  Video  Crew,  Nark

BKB,  Sabrina  Mezzaqui,  mercoledì,

Bulba,  Francesco  Lauretta,  Al:Arm!,

Dafne Boggeri,  Andrea Dojmi. Artists

o p e r a t i n g  w i t h  v i d e o  a n d

performance,  finding  within  sound

experience  an  essential  element  for

their research.

Tessuti  will  open the review.  It  is  a

Paolo Angeli’s solo project devoted to

Bjork’s and Fred Frith’s compositions,

arranged  for  Sardinian  guitar

prepared,  together  with  a  video  by

Shoggoth.  Between  extra-cultured

and  popular  tradition,  Paolo  Angeli

p l a y s  t h i s  s o r t  o f  o r c h e s t r a l

instrument-  hybrid  between  a

baritone guitar,  a  cello and drums –

provided  with  hammers,  pedals,  7

propellers,  14  pick  ups.  With  this

singular  stratification,  Paolo  re-

elaborates, improvises and composes

unclassifiable  music,  suspended

between free jazz, folk, noise, minimal

pop.
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The second night  is  devoted to  the

presentation of the works selected for

the festival. An eclectic and irreverent

summary  featuring  Andrea  Dojmi,

Al:Arm!  and  Bulba.  The  festival

resumes  the  20th  of  January  with

Moex  and  Vj  Signorafranca.  Moex

range  from  minimal,  noise,  through

polyrhythmic  and  timbre-industrial

flashes  weavings  with  the  aim  to

propose  new  connections  between

music  and space,  sound and image.

Double bass, guitar, sampler approach

tools,  springs,  grills  and other  daily-

use objects to re-create, an amplified

audio magma (de-structured and re-

elaborated).

“Audiomacchine del desiderio” by Elio

Martusciello and Økapi, performing on

the 23rd of January, are instruments

allowing  the  re-visiting,  recovering,

and  de-constructing  of  already

existing objects, audio-signals of our

days .  Converted  into  further

f r a g m e n t s ,  c h a n g e d  i n  t h e i r

meanings, approached according to a

different  and  somehow  inaccessible

cartography  of  sound,  those  signs

turn  music  into  pure  sense  contact.

Økapi will play on Friday the 26th on

the video sequences of Pintaycolorea,

video-performer of the Flxer.net VJs

collective, who last performed within

SONAR and ENZIMI.

.

OOFOURO’s  duo,  with  Alessandro

Carboni and Danilo Casti, performs at

the beginning of February at the Ex

glass  factory  with  Au  Bo:  Towards

Etimo, combination exercise and final

chapter of the project Climax. Etimo

represents the process of Ana-genesis

of  the  System,  that  is  to  say  its

regeneration, meant as increase in its

complexity,  improvement  of  its

structures and gradual adaptation of it

to  other  already  existing  systems.

Starting from this idea, Etimo wants

to  explore  the  universality  of  the

Trilith System, finding its  collocation

in the contemporaneous, that is to say

in the real. The night proposes Dafne
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Boggeri’s video experimentations too.

24  hours  after,  Modular  Ensemble

presents Drumming, a masterpiece of

the second half of the XIXth century, a

c l a s s i c a l  a n d  m e a n w h i l e  a n

experience  still  dense  of  future,  to

which drawn on to think and re-think

about  the  music  of  today  and

tomorrow. Drumming is a travel at the

centre of rhythm and time. It is a deep

exploration  of  audio  materials

chances. The work is divided into four

parts played interruptedly. In the first

part,  four  drummers  build  and  un-

build audio tracks on bongos’ leather.

In  the  second  part,  the  sound  of

leather transmigrates into wood: nine

drummers playing marimbas and two

female  voices  stratify  progressively

the audio material.  In the third part,

committed  to  four  drummers  on

glockenspiels  and  a  piccolo,  wood

modulates within metal. In the fourth

part,  all  the material  exposed in the

previous  sections,  blend  within  the

final  melange,  which is  ecstatic  and

pulsing.

.

Within  the  same  night  Sabrina

Mezzaqui’s  images,  played  on  the

flowing  of  time’s  materialisation,

recording  light  variations  or  simple

natural phenomena such as dust near

a half-closed window or sun reflection

on  the  waves  or  snow  fa l l ing.

AIX”NOÉSPÀNIC  is  a  Victor  Nubla,

Quicu  Samsó  and  Albert  Guitart’s

project. The trio, drums, electric bass

and clarinet electronically elaborated,

wants  to  create  and  free  musical

energy  through  a  composing  and

improvised  structure  of  a  certain

complexity,  covered  by  a  shroud of

mystery  and  of  casual  combination

operations clearly irrational and bad-

arranged.

The video counter altar is committed

to Michael  Fliri,  who performed last

year  at  Transart.  On  the  10  th  of

February, Jetèe (Chris Marker’s tribute

band)  will  perform at  Santa Chiara’s

Church. A musical re- interpretation of

the images by “La jetée”, considered

to be one of the highest examples of

our cinema.

“Mercoledì”, a group of Milan founded

in 1999, the audio video counterpoint

with “Isola”, a miscellaneous of video-

editing  repertoire  and  cinema  of

author  through  which  historical  and

c u l t u r a l  p h e n o m e n a  a r e  r e -

interpreted,  contaminated  by
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different  languages  (television,

advertisement)  and  by  the  most

disparate  contributions.  Videos  are

parts  of  performances  where

“Mercoledì’s  members  play  live

providing  the  soundtrack  with

sampling  and  instrumentation  both

acoustic  and  digital.

.

The  conc lus ive  n ight  has  the

characteristics of a great event with

Marc Ribot, one of the most famous

guitarists  of  the last  20 years,  artist

with a personal  and innovative style

ranging between punk, jazz and blues.

He  is  famous  for  his  many  and

prestigious  collaborations  among

which the  one with  John Zorn.  The

night follows with Syntax Error, whose

sound is inspired by music for images.

In their tracks, there are references to

the  world  of  cinema  and  crossings

among  genres  and  sty les ,  but

samplings  recycle  pre-existing audio

resources aiming at putting in touch

kinds of music distant one from the

other.  For  Segnali  Video  within  the

same  night  Nico  Vascellari  presents

one of his most recent works where,

t h r o u g h  t h e  u s e  o f  m e d i a ,

performances,  sculpture,  design  and

col lage,  he  re- interprets  and

personalizes  the  esthetical  approach

of fashion system.

Within  the  organisers’  purposes,

SIGNAL  aims  at  becoming  a  stable

meeting:  the  meeting  scheduled

between  January  and  February

represents  a  bench  test  for  a

performing,  musical  and  visual  art

festival, broader and more articulated,

scheduled for next autumn.

www.ticonzero.org

www.signal-festival.org
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John Duncan, Music Of Invisible
Silvia Bianchi

Something Like Seeing in the Dark is

the  title  of  world  premiere  sonic

performance,  realized  especially  for

Netmage 07 by John Duncan e Leif

Elggren.  John  Duncan,  American  by

origin,  though  stateless  resident  of

countless countries (over six years in

Japan,  six  months  in  Sweden,  more

t h a n  a  d e c a d e  i n  I t a l y ,  w h i l e

maintaining citizenship in the strange

kingdom  of  Elgaland-Vargaland)

distills his experiences in ways that go

far beyond the limits of sound-art.

The research of John Duncan for over

twenty  years  verifies  the  psycho-

physical  limits  of  the  individual,

ranging  from  performance  art  (with

unique events at MOCA (Los Angeles),

MAK  (Vienna),  MACBA  (Barcelona),

Museum  of  Tokyo  -MOT),  to  audio

instal lations  (most  recently  at

O’Artoteca  (Milan),  Atlantic  Waves

( L o n d o n ) ,  T h e  I n s t i t u t e  o f

Contemporary Art – ICA (Boston), Eco

e Narciso (Turin),  MUTEK (Montreal),

the  NoorlandsOperan  (Umeå),

F y l k i n g e n  ( S t o c k h o l m ) ,  t h e

Gothenburg  Biennial ,  Quarter

(Florence) and Galleria Enrico Fornello

( P r a t o ) ,  t o  e l e c t r o a c o u s t i c

compositions.  From  his  lengthy

discography we point out the recent
Nine  Suggestions  (2005  with  Mika

Vainio  and  Ilpo  Väisänen,  a.k.a.  Pan

Sonic).

Leif  Elggren,  active  since  the  late

1970′s, has as well as Duncan become

one of the most constantly surprising

conceptual  artists  to  work  in  the

combined worlds of audio and image.

A writer, visual artist, stage performer

and composer,  he has many albums

to  his  credit,  solo  and  with  Kent

Tankred, The Sons of God, on labels

such  as  Ash  International,  Touch,

Radium and his own Firework Edition.

Together with artist Carl Michael von

Hausswolff  ,  he  is  a  founder  of  the

Kingdoms  of  Elgaland-Vargaland  

where he enjoys the title of king. The

work of this rigorous pre-Artic avant-

garde  constitutes  the  nucleus  of  an

unforgettable intervention at the 2001

Biennale  Arte  di  Venezia’s  Nordic
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Pavillion.

.

Silvia  Bianchi :  The  title  of  your

Netmage Production is “SOMETHING

LIKE SEEING IN THE DARK”. How have

you worked on the canonic sense of

vision to enlarge the sensorial limits?

John Duncan:  We’ve interwoven live

voice, computer-generated audio and

multi-screen video for this live event,

test ing  these  exper iments  on

ourselves  and  the  audience.

Silvia Bianchi:  In your long carrier in

the  field  of  music  experimentation

how has the relation between music

and visual changed? Which is actually

you relationship with the Live Media

as performing art?

John  Duncan :  The  machines  for

generating  and  reproducing  them

have changed, and the technology is

reflected  in  the  result.  Beyond  that

we’re still as human as ever, driven by

the same needs, haunted by the same

ghosts as our ancestors. So the work

continues  to  be  based  on  this

constant  as  it  continues  from  one

generation through the next.

.

Silvia Bianchi: The concept of seeing

in the dark is important to improve a

concept of the vision that goes over

i ts  usua l  meaning  and  that  i s

concerned  particularly  with  feelings

and sensations. How do you work to

make  music  working  as  a  universal

language in this performance?

John Duncan:  By  using ourselves  as

test  subjects.  If  the work affects  us

both in ways that we intend and in

others we don’t expect, it will  affect

others  as  well.  Some sooner,  others

later.

S i l v i a  B i a n c h i :  H o w  w a s  t h e

collaboration  between  you  and  Leif

Elggren born?

John Duncan:  Leif and I have known

each  other  since  the  early  1990′s,

performing  at  the  same  events  a

number  of  times,  giving  each  other
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technical  support  on  various  solo

projects over the past several  years.

SOMETHING  LIKE  SEEING  IN  THE

D A R K  w i l l  b e  o u r  f i r s t  a c t u a l

collaboration,  an  event  we’ve  been

looking  forward  to  doing  for  quite

awhile.

Silvia  Bianchi:  I  know  you’re  both

citizens of Elgaland-Vargaland. Could

you  tell  me  something  more  about

these Royal Kindoms?

John Duncan: Although I’m officially a

king with a title (King John the First)

as well as the Minister of Change, Leif

as one of the founders would be more

qualified to respond to this.

.

Leif  E lggren :  Sure,  one  of  the

concepts of Elgaland-Vargaland is the

promotion  of  breaking  down  global

political criminality (that is: most of all

present  political  structure)  and

economical  centralisation  (that  is:

nearly  al l  present  economical

functions) by propaganda, infiltration

and idealism. Do it your own way, but

only if you want to.- We are all born

equal to this planet and have the right

to our lives and the selfevident right

to grow and prosper. In the world of

today  the  unjustice  situation  is

increasing  all  over.  Most  people  on

planet Earth are living like slaves and a

few  is  ruling.  This  is  by  tradition  a

conventional  fact  in  the  history  of

mankind. Nevertheless it´s important

to strike back.

As  Citizens  of  The  Kingdoms  of

Elgaland-Vargaland, we are immortal.

We are all encouraged by this gift and

basic privilege, we can all use it as a

powerful  tool  and  a  fantast ic

opportunity  to  overcome  and  use

fear,  feelings  of  worthlessness  and

i n f e r i o r i t y  a s  w e l l  a s  h u b r i s ,

megalomania and blind joy. To grow

in reciprocal care and become those

holy individuals we are meant to be.

.

On  the  base  of  these  principles  on

27th  of  May  1992  at  12  noon,  we

proclaimed  the  state  of  Elgaland-
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Vargaland.  Before  that  day,  on  the

14th of  October  1991  a  meeting had

taken place in Stockholm , Sweden ,

between Carl Michael von Hausswolff

and Leif Elggren. The event resulted in

an  agreement  to  establish  a  new

country as a work of art. On the 14th

of March 1992 the world was informed

of  the  possibilities  of  citizenship

through an advertisment in the largest

Swedish  daily  newspaper,  Dagens

Nyheter. On the 27th of May 1992 at 12

noon, the state of Elgaland-Vargaland

was proclaimed at the KREV embassy,

Andréhn-Schiptjenko  gallery  in

Stockholm  ,  Sweden.

www.johnduncan.org

www.elgaland-vargaland.org

www.thesonsofgod.com

www.fireworkedition.com
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Networking, The Net Like Art
Francesca Valsecchi

Tatiana  Bazzichelli,  known  online  as

T _ B a z z ,  p r e s e n t s  h e r  b o o k

“Networking.  La  Rete  come  arte  “,

edited by Costa&Nolan, a new point

of  view  on  the  technological  and

cultural panorama which takes shape

in Italy and involves the movements

and  the  experimentations  of  the

underground, of the digital nets and

of the auto-organized experiences of

the computer communities.

The book proposes a new reading of

the  creative  and  shared  use  of  the

technologies and keeps count of not

only  the  socio-technical  aspects  of

the instruments and of the activities

of relation which they encourage, but

also  of  the  artistic  and  cultural

meaning  which  they  create  and

created:  the  networking  is  then  an

activity  of  creative  cooperation

o r i e n t e d  a t  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f

relationships, but it was also able to

define new meanings with transversal

practices  at  the  subjects  and  in

specific  at  the  artistic  experience.

Tatiana  sees  the  networking  from

inside:  on  one  hand  there  is  her

historic  research  in  the  net-art  and

new media art context, which brings

her  to  found  the  project  of  artistic

activism  AHA:Activism-Hackin-

-Artivism (  www.ecn.org/aha/  )  and

with it an important mailing list for the

Italian community; on the other hand

there  is  the  participation  and  the

involving in the Italian experiences of

net and hacking, which contribute to

settle and diffuse the culture of the

digital  activism  which  characterized

the last ten years of our history.

The  networking  is  a  political  praxis

and it has an impact on the social; the

paradigm  of  the  net  al lows  re-

elaborating the definition of artist and

of  art  itself ,  which  from  social

consume  (in  which  production  and

utilization are separated and never in

touch  moments)  becomes  social

practice.  Therefore  in  the  text

multiple  roads  interlock  with  each

other  and  they  appeal  to  reader

coming  from  different  contexts,

inviting  them  to  interact  with  the
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complexity  of  the  experiences,

proposed and related in the historical

and  methodological  aspects,  and  of

what  they  have  creatively  and

concretely  experimented.

.

The interview tackles transversally the

m u l t i p l e  l e v e l s  o f  t h e  b o o k

manifesting  the  question  regarding

the themes of the net of the hack and

of  the  art.  The book,  coherent  with

the principles of the open access, is

published  under  licence  Creative

Commons and it  is  downloadable in

d i g i t a l  f o r m  f r o m  t h e  s i t e  o f

N e t w o r k i n g a r t  (

www.networkingart.eu),  the  virtual

house of the Tatiana’s work and space

where  the  critical  discourses,  the

future  developments  of  the  artistic

communities working in the net could

take place.

NET

Francesca  Valsecchi:  Tatiana,  your

book gives the idea that the buildings

of nets, the viral and upstanding value

of the sharing and of the cooperative

development are artistic practices in

their  nature.  According  to  this

thought you propose a new reading of

the all different form of socio-cultural

phenomena which controlled the nets

of digital activism, both on the Italian

and international scene, in the specific

political and cultural context. Which is

the value,  the meaning that  art  can

express, or better to which the artistic

pract ices  can  give  shape,  the

contribute  that  the  art  gives  to  the

net? Without generalizing asking what

is  art  today,  we  are  interested  that

you help us to make explicit which is

the  stronger  sense  of  an  artistic

dynamic  based  on  the  net.

Tatiana Bazzichelli:  the art described

with the multiple experiences (object

of the book Networking) takes shape

from  the  network  of  the  open

relat ional  dynamics,  from  the

interconnection  of  subjects,  groups

and  collectives  which  shared  the

same approach to the technology and

to  the  creative  expression  in  Italy

starting from the end of the 70s.  In

contrast with the different texts that

deals with Networking, the concept of

net  is  descr ibed  here  not  only

referring to Internet but also to all the

artistic, activist and creative practices

which created a model of relation and

of  reticular  development,  taking

i n s p i r a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  i d e a  o f

horizontality  of  the  communication

a n d  f r o m  t h e  o p e n i n g  o f  t h e
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informative and expressive channels.

Starting from this point of view and

therefore  thinking  on  the  enlarged

concept  of  net  (and  of  art),  it  is

possible  to  realize  a  connection

between  multiple,  both  artistic  and

technological, practices, for which the

main finality is to put into connection

the  subjects  generating  an  open

process  of  communication  and

information. Moreover with regard to

the  Italian  case,  artistic  and  media

practices  obtain  an  activist  and

political  value  which  isn’t  always

known  outside  Italy  .  The  union  of

these  three  artistic,  political  and

technological components allows me

to analyze, following a common path,

different  activities,  projects  and

experiences  which  involve  many

artists,  activists,  hackers  and  “free

thinker”,  who are  active  in  different

field of action and expression but they

have in common the same inclination

to  create  “enlarged”  network,

platforms of connection in progress in

which  the  figure  of  the  networker

plays a main role but not invasive.

.

Within  the  artistic  discourse,  I

consider  very  important  a  tradition

which  is  connected  to  the  artistic

practices of the new avant-garde of

the 60s (first of all Fluxus) but also to

the  Mail  Art,  the  Newism,  and  to

Luther Blisset. Then we arrive at the

description  of  what  happened  from

the  80s  up  today  in  the  Ital ian

underground  context,  realizing

platforms  of  exchange,  integrating

different  medias  (computer,  video,

television,  radio and magazines)  and

working  on  the  technological

experimentation,  that  is  on  the

hacktivism,  considering  that  the

component  l ink  to  the  forms  of

polit ical  and  media  activism  is

fundamental in Italy. In this sense we

need to abandon the traditional idea

of art as creation of objects in order to

open it at a conception of practices,

actions and processes in  continuous

development. The net is seen as art.

Francesca  Valsecchi:  The  net  is  the

more  relevant  theoretical  aspect  of

your  work,  which  you  disassemble

and present for the medium of people

who in it create communities and of

activities which with the community

bring  ahead.  De  Kerchove  in  the

introduction speaks of social net and

of  a  social  and  relevant  aspect  of

community. Do you think it is possible

to go beyond? Do you think from the
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underground  and  the  submerged

worlds tied with the more radical and

expressive experiences, the necessity

of these practices can really move on

an  enlarged  social  context?  Do  you

think  it  is  possible  that  the  net  in

some ways can assume the definition

of  paradigm and an  epistemological

role of the society?

Tatiana Bazzichelli:  I  underline many

times in my book that Italy is a lab of

underground  experiences  which  can

become a model for others. But at the

same  time,  it  represents  a  sort  of

creative  “island”  which  isn’t  always

able to export its production. Because

of this, the idea that the “Italian scene”

was rather marginal. Moreover, there

is  a  great  l inguistic  obstacle  in

exporting the Italian thought abroad,

where  the  dynamics  of  networking

occur  rarely  in  the  underground

places (I’m thinking above all to North

Europe and USA ).  Many projects of

Italian networking are indeed realized

in  Italian  and  diffused  with  local

channels. In other cases, the political

dynamics  tends  to  slow  a  more

enlarged  diffusion  for  inevitable

mechanisms  of  inclusion-exclusion,

which  are  often  source  of  greater

radicalism but even more often they

are  consequence  of  programmatic

slowness  (and  infinite  debates!).
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.

I am convinced that different political

and cultural dynamics from the end of

the 70s to the beginning of the new

century allowed to create a particular

technological  and  creative  model

which difficultly lives in a so expense

and  reticular  shape  as  in  other

countries, with the interconnection of

collectives,  artists,  activists  and

different individualities who recognize

common  aims  and  act  following  a

s imi la r  a t t i tude  towards  the

technology  and  the  sharing  of

informative  and  communicative

resources.  It’s  enough  to  think  for

example  at  that  main  theme  of

experimentation  which  connect

projects of networking such as Radio

Alice  up  to  Telestreet,  New  Global

Vision and independent server such as

Autistici/Inventati  and  Isole  Nella

Rete which offer a different vision in

comparison  with  the  commercial

realities of which internet is full of and

which  are  points  of  meeting  and

exchange  for  many  people.

In  general,  the  description  of  the

relations  present  in  this  Italian

dynamic  network  of  a r t i s t ic ,

t e c h n o l o g i c a l  a n d  p o l i t i c a l

e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n  w a n t s  t o

demonstrate how it is possible to start

critical and creative paths of success

which invest in alternative channels in

comparison with those dominated by

the economy of market, by the policy

of the control and by the commercial

information,  often  presented  in  the

western  societies  l ike  the  only

possible  solutions.  However  I  am

convinced that it isn’t a creative island

disconnected  from  the  reality:

internet whom today everybody work

with  is  the  result  of  connections,

struggles  and  relations  where  the

hackers  play  a  key  role  and  many

subjects are an active part of the book

and  forerunners  of  different  artistic

and  cultural  processes  which  have

contributed to form the current Italian

technological and media imaginary.

.

Francesca  Valsecchi:  In  different
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passages you write that the net is at

the same time the medium and the

message.  And  the  net  in  your

representation represents the people

which animate it, the net is the artist

of the work of art of networking (it is a

practice  founded  on  the  relations

among human beings).  What does it

mean  for  the  artist  and  the  artistic

activity  the  coincidence  of  medium

and message? This is traditional of the

art or does it break with some code?

Tatiana  Bazzichell i :  The  art  of

networking is  transversal  at  the arts

which characterize themselves thanks

to the medium of the communication

and realization. With that I underline

the fact that defining these practices

with the medium of utilize is not more

enough.  For  this  reason  the  net

becomes  art  and  the  artistic  and

activist  works  become  collective

practices, actions and processes. I am

critic  in  defining  some  practices  as

media  art  (the  same  Transmediale

Festival  in  these  days  in  Berl in

presents  a  conference  to  reflect  on

the opportunity  of  using this  word).

There’s  no  more  need  to  persist  in

restricting some practices in a media

ghetto: why do not use such a word

as  art?  It  is  just  there  that  lays  the

problem. We don’t leave this word to

who want to take the right to use it,

but we must define multiple practices

as art.

In the case of the book Networking,

the concept is more enlarged and art

comprehends  different  phenomena

f r o m  P u n k  t o  C y b e r p u n k ,  t o

Cyberfemminism, Hacktivism, net art

and Netporn. For the artist making the

medium  correspond  with  message

means to pass from dynamics in one

way which live towards the traditional

vicious  circle  artist-work  of  art-

collectionist-museum-  audience,  to

open them in a reticular  connection

between  networkers  and  audience,

participant  and  use  of  different

integrated media (how demonstrates

V i t t o r e  B a r o n i  i n  o n e  o f  h i s

i l l u s t r a t i o n s  o f  1 9 8 1  “ R e a l

correspondence  6″  ).

Also  Derrick  de  Kerckhove  in  his

introduction at the book Networking

underlines  that  the  network  is  the

message of the medium Internet. The

net of the relations represents so the

message of the Internet, the technical

net.  Therefore  in  internet,  medium

based  on  the  creation  of  nets  of

connection,  the  message  becomes

the  social  nets.  As  a  consequence,

medium  (internet)  and  message

(social  nets)  are  the  same  because

some connections and works couldn’t

live without the net and the enlarged

possibilities  which  it  allows.  But

internet  isn’t  the  “condicio  sine  qua

non”  for  the  creation  of  works  of

networking, which live also with the

technical medium itself (an example is

the extraordinary experience of  Mail

Art from the 50s).
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HACK

Francesca  Valsecchi:  In  different

points you explain the more political

aspects  of  the  groups  and  the

movements you have met. It is clear

the  importance  of  the  hacker

c o m m u n i t y ,  o f  t h e  l o c a l

characterization, the history of punk,

the  self-management�I  like  some  of

your  definitions.  And  above  all  the

points in which you own explain the

necessity of a conflict. The book isn’t

political  but  it  belongs  to  a  certain

political  culture.  What  adds  the

political  characterization  of  a  route,

what  distinguishes  the  networking

which animates the politics, which has

a precise vision and which invests in a

conflict? Above all obviously towards

the society in the forms of social hack

which we are observing.

Tatiana  Bazzichelli:  The  projects  of

networking described in the book act

in  those  spaces,  social  and  cultural

gaps apparently at the margin of the

everyday  l i fe ,  but  they  are  an

important  terr itory  for  the  re-

invention  and  re-writing  of  the

symbolic  and expressive  codes  with

who  transform  and  decode  our

present .  The  art  as  col lect ive

interaction develops above all outside

the context of galleries and museums

and  l ives  with  other  different

phenomena  such  as  the  Punk,  a

movement that in Italy is the basis for

many  next  practices  of  artistic  and

technological  activism;  the  practices

of  the  graffitists  which  personalize

with the TAG the walls of the space of

life; the literature Cyberpunk, which in

Italy  becomes the  starting  point  for

the  building  of  a  radical  political

imaginary; the hacktivism, which sees

the figure of the hacker who acts to

c r e a t e  o p e n  c h a n n e l s  o f

communication  and  propose  a

conscious use of the technology.

This is why in Italy it is often used the

word  “social  hacking”  to  define  an

independent  use  of  the  technology

with  the  creation  of  collective

practices  which  act  directly  on  the

both  digital  and  physical  territory.  I

think at actions such as Netstrike, at

the  col lective  creation  of  free

software,  at the idea of sharing and

exchanging  data  and  information

fighting  against  every  efforts  of

censorship which have seen in Italy a

great participation for the affirmation

of the cyberrights� The fact that many

technological  projects  were  born  in
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the Social Occupied Centres from the

80s  is  very  important.  Also  for  this

reason,  in  the  history  of  the  Italian

networking the building of  a  hacker

community  is  often  placed  side  by

side at the need of finding new forms

of  political  criticism and of  realizing

social  battles  to  build  conscious

a l t e r n a t i v e s  ( t h e  b o r n  a n d

development  of  the  Hackmeetings

demonstrate  it).  But  if  it  has  a  real

result it’s another discourse.

.

Francesca Valsecchi: On the anecdote

of  the  biennale  of  Tirana  (it  was  a

great  fake  at  the  system  of  art

real ized  with  the  unconscious

involving  of  Oliviero  Toscani):  what

was it for? It was an episode that is

gone  down  in  the  history  or  has  it

impressed in some way on the system

of art?

Tatiana  Bazzichelli:  Actually  the

episode of the biennale of Tirana says

much more, how it emerges from the

ref lect ions  in  the  book  which

accompanies  the  narration  of  the

episode. It wasn’t only a simple fake

against the system of art, it was a real

conspiracy made at  table which has

seen acting unknown people, who we

don’t  know  if  not  under  two  pen

names:  Marcelo  Gavotta  &  Olivier

Kamping. It was a conspiracy against

a famous magazine, Flash art, and it

demonstrated  how  the  unwritten

rules-laws of the Italian system of art

(but  not  only  Italian)  are  actually

conditioned by the market,  and it  is

also  itself  monopolized  by  the

merchants-collectionists  who

influence  the  market.

They decide who can and cannot be

considered  artist  in  some  context,

who can take part at the Biennali, who

can be inserted in the loop of selling

of  the  works  in  some galleries.  The

conspiracy of  Tirana shows that  the

strategies  of  market  become

aesthetical  canons,  that it’s  not true

that emerge only the better, but who

know certain influent people and who

are inserted from those in the “right”

channels. It is clear that we don’t find

the  hot  water:  everybody  knows  it,

but nobody says it�or it is said but in

real ity  nobody  is  interested  in

changing the things, because they are

functional  to  a  system  and  to  a

survival  of  a  determined  economy.

Marcelo  Gavotta  &  Olivier  Kamping

have instead thrown all this in the face

of the world of art regulated by the

market, using with consciousness the
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mediums such as Internet, playing on

the factor of the anonymous identity

and  on  the  great  superficiality  with

whom  the  great  events  are  built  in

Italy  (they  are  great  only  for  the

participants, the journalists who write

about  it  and  the  people  who  are

involved in the same loop).

.

The  more  incisive  thing  is  that

Marcelo  Gavotta  &  Olivier  Kamping

realize  all  this  touching  sensible

nerves  on  whom  the  loop  of  the

artistic  market  are  based.  In  the

specific, they act on the relations of

market of Giancarlo Politi and on the

fame  of  a  person  such  as  Oliviero

Toscani,  who  is  the  curator  of  a

Biennale  (that  of  Tirana),  without

knowing  it,  proposing  four  artists

among  those  one  is  considered  by

Osama Bin Laden a representative of

the Jihad in art.  So he supports the

false  Oliviero  Toscani  in  presenting

the artists at the Biennale and it is less

before 11 th September.

This episode is an extraordinary work

of net art, which unveils the existence

of  the  dynamics  of  network  which

support  the  market  and  which  not

want  to  show  nothing  apart  from

what  shows  clearly.  Maybe  for  this

reason  the  episode  was  easi ly

forgotten,  because  it  embarrassed

everybody  and  i t  wasn ’ t  wel l

supported by an appropriate loop of

functional  networking  for  make  it  a

“legend”.  It  was  conducted  by  two

unreal  identities  and  then  they

dissolve leaving only a communicate

at the newspaper how it is readable in

the  few  article  in  Internet  which

remember  the  episode.

The experience of  other  artists  who

have  realized  the  fakes,  such  as

0100101110101101.ORG is very different.

They  subvert  with  intelligence  the

mechanisms of making art  and they

are always inserted in the loop of the

artistic festivals and today also in the

galleries one. At this point we should

need to discuss about the fact that if

it is more functional being virus from

inside  or  outside.  Surely  stay  inside

helps to become a legend and to build

a mythopoeia on it. But the question

is: what is really more incisive?
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Francesca  Valsecchi:  The  hacking  is

research, activation and manipulation.

The  innovation  of  doing,  of  the

experimentation and of the realization

of the wishes against the innovation

tied to the consume and the forced

generation of the need?

Tatiana  Bazzichelli:  In  an  idyllic

imaginary surely yes, but the hacking

is also a different way to relate to the

innovation tied to the consume, which

cannot disregard this. Maybe it can try

to subvert it and in this sense it is also

a need. Say to some person to not use

the computer, to switch off the brain�I

think that we also couldn’t  resist  so

much�

ART

Francesca Valsecchi: At the beginning

of the book you explain that the art

practiced as a form of hack hasn’t got

its  sense in its  object manifestation,

but it re-discovers it in the net of the

relations  which  it  triggers  around  it

and  beyond  the  work  of  art  itself.

Obviously  the  role  for  excellence  of

the artist is reversed; what is the new

role of the artist in the collective art?

If not an individual role, how do you

d e s c r i b e  t h e  a r t i s t  w h o  i s  a

connector?

Tatiana Bazzichelli: The networker, or

better the operator of the collective

net, becomes the creator of contexts

of  open  exchanges,  where  the

audience  enters  actively  in  cause,

contributing  at  the  development  of

the artistic process. But it isn’t a new

idea: the figure of the artist is put into

discussion since the avant-garde and

above all  from the Fluxus.  Here the

spectator was invited to eliminate the

gap  between  him  and  the  artistic

product even if the dichotomy artist-

spectator  in  part  stayed.  How  the

video artist Simonetta Fadda notices

(she  has  wrote  the  postface  of  the

book  Networking  and  made  the

editing of the publication) the intent

was  revo lut ionary  but  i t  was

recovered  from  the  system  since  it

was the art to enter into the life and

not the life into the art, what instead it

occurs in phenomena such as mail art

and the next artistic experimentation

with pc and technology. In this sense

we  can  say  that  in  many  hacker

practices and in many works of artists

and activists of whom the book deals

with, the life is transformed into art,

art of making network.
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Francesca  Valsecchi:  The  art  which

you speak of in the book and also for

your  research  is  art  t ied  to  the

technologies. It is true that it is tied to

the margins of the underground, but it

is able to satisfy an historic denotation

which  interest  both  for  its  artistic

nature  and  for  its  technological

aspects.  What  do  you  think  of  it?

Tatiana  Bazzichelli:  This  book is  the

product of different connections and

relations that I had during this last ten

years. Personally it was very difficult

to  write  it  because  I  left  pieces  of

myself (and indeed I didn’t manage to

d e l i v e r  i t  a n d  m o d i f i e d  i t

continuously). But if I  don’t insert so

much of myself I will not be able to

write it. I think it is normal: it is a book

that deals with relations and actually

we  have  relations  with  people  with

whom we share something. I tried to

describe these relations which involve

g r o u p s  o r  p e r s o n  s u c h  a s

0100101110101101.ORG,  [epidemiC],

Jaromil,  Giacomo  Verde,  Giovanotti

Mondani  Meccanic i ,  Corrent i

Magnetiche,  Candida  TV,  Tommaso

Tozzi,  Federico  Bucalossi,  Massimo

Contrasto,  Mariano  Equizzi,  Le

Pigreca,  Molleindustria,  Guerriglia

Marketing.it, Sexyshock, Phag Off and

many  others.  I  tried  to  assume  a

detached  and  critic  point  of  view

trying  to  go  at  the  origin  of  the

formation of certain imaginaries from

which I was fascinated. I speak of the

Cyberpunk, of the Hacktivism, of the

Punk,  of  the  born  of  certain  tech

experiences  in  the  Social  Centres,

trying to understand why in Italy they

have taken a  certain direction,  from

what impulses and wishes are born,

from  which  particular  social  and

political  loops  they  were  born  and

which subjects generated everything.

Above all it was difficult to ask me on

what I have the right to write, on what

not  because  I  was  the  person  who

thinks on it,  what  I  would have left

and  what  I  would  have  underlined.

Surely it misses some pieces, I could

have discuss more arguments but at

the end I think that the book tells a

complex  story  which  would  be

analyzed in this words (I refer myself

at the relations among art, technology

and activism).  And above all  I  hope

that  it  can  be  reason  of  deepening

and source of  reflection for  all  who

want  to  tell  similar  stories  or  they

haven’t got the luck, as us, to share

beautiful experiences which we have

lived in the past years.
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This  is  an  invite  to  be  always  more

numerous,  because  the  story  isn’t

finished.

.

CLOSING

Francesca  Valsecchi:  Have  you  ever

thought  to  discuss  the  concepts

elaborated in the book with some of

the communities of whom you have

talked? They are dates which can be

useful to aliment the debate.

Tatiana Bazzichelli:  Sure,  I’m already

making it in the various presentation

o f  t h e  b o o k .  F o r  e x a m p l e  a t

Transmediale I  present my text with

Jaromil  and  Gaia  Novati;  I  have

already  presented it  with  Simonetta

Fadda in Milan and I hope to have the

opportunity to present it many other

times with those who made and make

this history. Obviously I would present

it  also  inside  our  community,  I  am

thinking Hackmeeting because I think

it will be a great occasion of reflection

both  in  technological  and  political

terms. And then this book isn’t  only

“my” work, it belongs to everyone who

contributed to its writing and I thank

another time.

Francesca  Valsecchi:  Positive  points:

it is very beautiful this chronicle of this

piece of Italy elaborated for themes. I

must say that it was interesting to see

again and in part to live again all those

situations  exploring  them  with  your

personal point of view. The part of the

hacking,  even if  a  little  bit  long but

much descriptive, is already literature

and bibliography

Tatiana  Bazzichell i :  A  real  and

diffused  practice  of  the  net  needs

reflections and experimentations; the

technological  and cultural  story  was

sometimes  pioneer  and  sometimes

forerunner  and  more  often  rich  of

contributes  to  these  reflections  and

experimentations. This book is a new

link  for  the  comprehension  and  the

practice of the net, a link connected

to the world of the art which dialog

with the net towards the languages,

the  aesthetic  and  the  symbolic

meanings  tied  to  it.

www.networkingart.eu/

www.ecn.org/aha/
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Arcangel Costantini, Hacking As Art And Life
Lucrezia Cippitelli

Arcangel Costantini is a volcanic artist

that works in Mexico City.  From the

last 90′s his works have been oriented

to  the  realization  of  projects  later

defined as Net Art, whose he’s one of

the  most  representive  international

exponent. He’s now taking distances

from  this  kind  of  definition,  as  he

wants his work to have a larger and

more complete collocation.

He’s the creator of the Atari Noise , a

project developed in 1999 as console

to  create  audiovisual  pattern

(“audiovisual  noise pattern generator

k e y b o a r d ,  a  g a m e  i n f o -

deconstruction”,  as  he  defines  the

project),  realized playing on an Atari

2600 , one of the most popular and

universal ly  known  videogame

machine  of  the  70′s,  with  whom

generations of kids played for almost

15  years.  From  this  starting  point,

Costantini elaborated audio and video

performances,  installation  and  an

interactive part of the site playable by

the users.

The online project Bakteria proposes

interactive  interfaces  that  mix

flashdesign,  code/machine  as

language forms and electronic sound

(one of the three proposed pièces is

realized by the Uruguayan artist Brian

Mackern , artist devoted to the audio-

visual  experimentation  through  the

internet). The message is brought by

the  narration  of  another  �alien  or

bacteria-  that  lives  on  the  planet

hearth,  presented  by  Costantini

t h r o u g h  a n  i n s t a l l a t i o n ,  a n

intervention  or  a  performance  in

different  places  all  around  the  world.

.

Costantini  work  is  a  complex  mix
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between  exper imentat ion  on

machineries (it  is  not rare to find in

websites  that  present  his  works the

word “hakering” as explanation of the

construction  process),  conceptual

processing  and  categorical  will  to

work as builder of network inside his

local  reality,  Mexico  City  (the  DF,

Dist i to  Federa l ,  that  he  ca l l s

“DeFectuoso”  himself,  that  means

defective,  as  he  explain  in  the

interview about lack and vitality of his

city).

This is the reason why an important

part  of  his  work  is  curatorial.  Inside

and  outs ide  the  inst i tut ions ,

Costantini  acts  to  animate,  activate

and sustain spaces where other artists

(that  share  modality,  interests  and

attitudes) can collaborate and debate.

I n  t h i s  o p t i c  i s  c r e a t e d  t h e

Cyberlounge,  dedicated  to  the  new

media , that is from 2000 part of the

serious  and  official  museum  Rufino

Tamayo of Mexico City ,  one of the

engine of the Latin America . With the

same optic  Costantini  is  part  of  the

committee of a New Media Biennale

intituled  Transitio_MX,  Festival

Internacional de Artes Electronicas y

Video (in 2005 at its first edition) and

at  the  same  time  of  independent

projects  such  as  Dorkbot  (“Gente

h a c i e n d o  c o s a s  r a r a s  c o n

electricidad”,  international  network

based on different cities of the world)

and  ¼,  independent  space  of

exposition,  debating,  installation and

promotion.

.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  You  work  in

parallel  on  different  researches:  a

complex  curatorial  activity,  an

experimental  music and avant-garde

research,  an  exploration  of  the

potential of new and old media. The

idea  I  got  from  your  work  is  that

you’re part of a bigger research whose

object  is  to  debate  the  possibilities

offered by new technologies to create

art  and  communication,  and  the

procedures they imply, moving critics

to structures, formalisms and analysis

of the mainstream world of art. How

do  you  manage  these  eccentric

interests?

Arcangel  Costantini:  I  think  the

realization of all these projects is due

to  the  opportun i t ies  and  the

disadvantages offered by a metropolis

such as  Mexico City  .  As  artist  that

develops  and  uses  its  works,  you

understand  the  lacks  and  the

possibilities of the scene that allow us
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to be goalkeeper, attacker, defender,

manager and public. In this moment, I

don’t see any difference between my

projects,  as  they  are  all  part  of  the

contemporary art.

Talking  about  the  projects  you

mentioned,  the  first  institution  of  a

society  is  the  society  itself,  and

through  these  activities  you  try  to

benefit the society. I work in my local

contest, that is what feeds me, as the

international  research.  I  try  to

organize  the  production  times  with

my managing work. The interest grow

time  after  time  but  there  are  still

s o m e  r e q u i r e s .  F o r  e x a m p l e

professionals  that  cure the scanning

and  analys is  of  what ’s  local ly

happening  now.

.

When  I  started,  my  activity  was  an

i n d e p e n d e n t  f i g h t  f r o m  t h e

institutions,  private  and  public,  as  I

worked for a challenge. I gave up that

world (and a good salary) to dedicate

completely  to  my  activity,  my

subjectivity,  to  express  my vision of

the existence.  The obsession for  my

personal  development  opened  the

doors  of  the  institution.  This  choice

addressed my possibilities to subsist

independently  from  my  production,

giving the possibility to other artists �

under collaborative form � to express

their  anxieties  as  I  do,  through  the

collective example, moving, involving

or activating institutional bases.

I  think  most  of  the  mainstream  is

caused  by  the  market  and  the

presence of institutions. In our activity

the  fact  of  not  having  a  productive

object  gives  us  tons  of  possibilities

and independence, even to catch the

masses.

L u c r e z i a  C i p p i t e l l i :  H o w  d i d

Cyberlounge  born  and  how  did  it

developed?

Arcangel Costantini: The Cyberlounge

was born in the Tamayo Museum of

Contemporary  Art  in  2001  and  It

occupies the central courtyard of the

museum.  It’s  a  complicated  space,

dest ined  to  sculptures  and  to

assembly  contemporary  art  works,

which changed its function during the

years.  With  the  invite  of  Osvaldo

Sánchez , it changed for the first time

in a Media Art space. The project was

called Inmerso , for an utopian vision

of a total  immersion into alternative

generated  spaces.  The  program

contemplates  Net.Art  shows,  video,
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sound  art,  publications,  design  and

media  actions.  Cyberlounge  has  six

machines  connected  to  the  Net,

audio/video stations. The furniture is

designed by Mexican artists. The new

director Ramiro Martínez augmented

the  activities.  Inmerso   divided  in

different channels:  Lounge Forum to

live presentations; Sound Forum to a

s e r i e s  o f  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  s o u n d

experimentation  realized  every

fortnight,  with  special  guests  that

participate  to  the  experimental

interactive  audio  sessions;  Net.Art

show, following the “artistic” vocation

o f  t h e  m u s e u m .  W e  r e a l i z e d

retrospectives  of  individual  artist,

exposing  works  by  Peter  Luining,

Nicolas  Claus,  Tom  Betts,  Stanza,

Brian Mackern and collective such as

exonemo.com , jodi.org .

.

The  cyberlounge  computers  are

dedicated  exclusively  to  show  the

work of the artist and we invited each

artist to realize an interactive work for

its exposition. Net.art is considered a

mass  phenomena,  even  i f  the

communication is carried individually,

in the sense that the user consumes

directly  the  artist  work.  During  the

presentations we tried to invert  this

tendency, using the artist and its work

for  a  public  presentation.  The  artist

created the work and it’s the person

who best know it.  That’s the reason

why  we  organize  an  author ia l

d e m o n s t r a t i o n  o n  h o w  t h e

interactivity of its installation works.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  How  do  you

manage  the  Cyberlounge  with  the

experience of  eccentric  spaces such

as Dorkbot or ¼ ?

Arcangel  Costantini:  Working  in  a

museum  is  a  complex  game.  The

institutional rules and the procedures

don’t give space to the spontaneity of

Media Art,  an art that’s continuously

changing,  becoming  obsolete  to  an

absurd velocity.  The vocation of  the

Tamayo  Museum  is  oriented  to  the

international  world,  even  if  with

Inmerso  we  had  the  possibility  to

include  the  national  production  of

Net.Art.  For  example  with  a  show

called  E-maxico,  a  project  that

represented  a  critic  to  the  restrict

vision  of  the  federal  government  in

telecommunications  and  its  non-

existent  coherence  on  the  cultural

production  through  digital  media.

Cyberlounge and the activity of other

spaces such as the Multimedia Centre
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or  the  Alameda  Laboratory  of  Art

made  institutions  to  pay  more  and

more attention to the elaboration of

Media Art national projects, that try to

dilute  the  frontier  imposed  by  the

mainstream,  that  tend  to  exclude

because  of  non  comprehension.

.

Dorkbot  i s  an  hor izonta l  and

independent proposal of debate and

temporary  exposition,  with  an

international value. It has been a solid

base  to  a  debate  necessary  for  the

Mexican community. Dorkbot Ciudad

de México was born with the creation

of an artists collective that gives it a

form,  promotes  and  build  in  and

independent form, to grow apart the

institutions. It is now an independent

project  of  contemporary  art,  one  of

the  most  solid  and  perseverant  of

Mexico City.

1/4 (un-cuarto.org) is another recent

proposal. In my home/studio I

realized sound-visual events and

video shows, sporadically and

informally. The courtyard of my

building hosted several and different

events. Beside there’s a building we

use as screen and taking advantage of

the artists guest at the Cyberlounge I

try to unite them with local producers

to favourite an exchange of ideas and

proposal. As one of my room is empty

and I got a scholarship of the national

artists association, I decided to use it

to finance this space, used to

assembly and dismount the

installations. An emergent and

independent space dedicated to art

and experimentation. We recently

hosted the expo Vibracion in situ of

the Mexican artist Ivan Abreu

(www.ivanabreu.net) and even a

session with rhythmic sound

machineries.

.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  I’m  definitely

interested in the Latin-American new

media scene that uses technology to

develop  experimental  research.  I’m

intrigued by the possibility of a local

détournement  of  information  and
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communication  media  of  the  global

market.  Obviously  going  further  the

deep  differences  between  the

countries  that  compose  the  Latin-

America  (and  the  differences  inside

every country: the DF is another world

compared to other Mexico areas). Do

you think this potential took shape in

some way?

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  Mexico  has  an

inventive  and  experimental  capacity

not so used in art.  The popular  and

visceral  creative  sparkle  has  been

suffocated by mass media. Television,

informatics media, public institutions

and  the  scarce  economic  resources

maintain the population in a condition

of  desolation  and  ignorance.  Young

people love electronic music, but no

other  electronic  art.  Because  of  no

information, because of the teachers,

b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  a v a n t - g a r d e

institutions,  exhibition  spaces  and

diffusion. We Mexican artists assumed

the role to increment the institutional

support  to  these  product ion,

participating  actively  as  managers,

promoters,  curators and activists,  so

as with our works. This kind of activity

are  now  augmenting  thanks  to  the

growing  interest  and  institutional

support.

http://transitiomx.cenart.gob.mx/

www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotcdmexico/

www.un-cuarto.org/

www.k-ra.de/

www.unosunosyunosceros.com/inde

xF/14index.htm

www.bakteria.org/

www.atari-noise.com/

www.museotamayo.org/inmerso/
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Some Buoys For The Science By The Bay
Gigi Ghezzi

In  San  Francisco,  from  15th  to  19th

2007  there  wil l  be  the  meeting

Science  by  the  Bay.  The  annual

conference  is  organized  by  the

American  Associat ion  for  the

Advancement of Science (AAAS), one

of  the  most  important  non-profit

scientific  associations  of  the  world.

The AAAS is surely one of the most

influent scientific associations, thanks

above  all  to  the  publication  of  the

magazine  Science  and  to  the  news

service Eurekalert.org, an informative

system supported by the universities,

medical  centres,  newspapers,

g o v e r n m e n t a l  a g e n c i e s ,

m u l t i n a t i o n a l s  a n d  o t h e r

organizations which gives continually

scientific  news  regarding  the  most

different  fields  of  the  knowledge:

from  farming  to  mathematics,  from

archaeology  to  medicine,  from

atmospheric sciences to pedagogy of

the scientific literature.

The international meeting Science by

the Bay,  conforming to  the  aims of

the  association,  has  the  aim  to

promote the public comprehension of

t h e  s c i e n c e  w i t h  a  s t r o n g

interdisciplinary  approach.  This  year

the different session of the addresses

will  have as the theme Science and

T e c h n o l o g y  f o r  s u s t a i n a b l e

Well-Being.  The  scientific  research

must give answers to these questions

which  regard  the  possibil ity  of

inclusion in the dynamics of economic

and culture  development  of  80% of

the  global  population  which  many

times  cannot  satisfy  the  primary

needs such as the drinking water,  a

suitable nourishment, an expectation

of life which is more than 50 years; or

how to deal  with the threats of the

e a r t h  b i o d i v e r s i t y  a n d  t h e

environmental disasters which in the

last  century  seem to be multiply  or

how  to  find  sources  of  alternative

energy  to  oil ,  but  also  how  it  is

possible to combine an intelligent use

of  science  with  technology  for  the

defence from the terrorism,  without

encroaching the individual  freedoms

of the citizens.
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.

A  p e r s o n a l  i t i n e r a r y  o f  t h e

conferences, programmable with the

web  site,  should,  according  to  my

opinion,  satisfy  some  particular

sensibilities.  For  example,  since  the

meeting is addressed both on national

and international dimensions, one of

the first omens we can take from the

choice  of  the  addresses  is  to  take

particular attention at the concept of

heterogeneous  time  of  the  nations,

that is at the comprehension that the

different nations (and regions) of the

world, even if they are connected by a

dense  informational  and  economic

network,  live  however  different

perceptions  of  space,  time  and

science which reflect on the sense of

the national community.

How  Pathie  Chatterjee  sustains  (P.

C h a t t e r j e e ,  t h e  N a t i o n  i n

Heterogeneous  Time,  Futures

37,2005) citing the work of Benedict

Anderson  of  1998  (the  Spectre  of

Comparisons),  an  homogeneous  and

empty time, that is  void of conflicts

among groups of  the community,  is

only that of the pure capital (it is not a

case that  she uses  a  Marxist  word).

The  scientists  and  the  scientific

informers must keep in mind that the

science and its sceneries pass towards

the consciousness of the time, that is

towards  the  common  sense  which

involves  different  socio-cultural

constructs.  For  example  how  to

communicate, from a pragmatic point

o f  v i e w ,  t h e  t h e m e  o f  t h e

contraceptive  prevention  in  those

poor areas of the world where the HIV

diffuses rapidly in the young people?

.

Another  important  theme  which

should be followed in the addresses is

the communication of the sustainable

development  with  the  mass  media.

How,  for  example,  to  conjugate  the

sustainability,  the  wealth  and  the

complex  scientific  arguments  which

could solve this  contradiction,  when

the  communication  of  the  future

scener ies  i s  promoted  by  the

commercial televisions which propose
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an easy rhetoric of the catastrophe or

of  the  salvation  applied  to  the

science,  where  the  sc ient i f ic

discoveries are on the agenda and are

the last myth of the western culture �

according to a Feyerabend’s definition

�  or  are  represented  as  a  source  of

catastrophe and disappearance.

Moreover  a  more  complex  problem

regards the economic system of the

commercial  mass  media:  how  to

communicate  the  theme  of  the

sustainability when, for example, the

commercial  TVs  are  supported  only

with  the  culture-ideology  of  the

consumerism? See for this argument

the  program  of  the  Transnational

Advertising  Agencies  (TNAA)  which

goes in the rightly opposite direction

to  a  sustainable  development.  This

problematique is one of the points of

reflection of Jose Ramos in the issue

“Consciousness,  culture  and  the

communication of foresight” nr.38 of

Futures of 2006.

Developing  countries,  mass  media,

divulgation,  vulgarization  and

rhetorical  strategies  of  science  are

only  some  of  the  buoys  which  a

vigilant listener shouldn’t lose sight in

their  navigation  inside  “the  bay  of

science of San Francisco “.

www.aaas.org/meetings/Annual_Me

eting/

www.eurekalert.org
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Networked Nature: Nature And Electronic Art
Teresa De Feo

Art and nature have always hooked

on. The two divines contend the

primacy of the creation of the forms.

And it matters! The first one is the

mother of the artificial forms, the

other one has obviously the natural

forms. We all know that. Or maybe

not? Is it still valid this honest

separation of roles?

A group of artists from NY reflects on

the question and, using sophisticated

technologies, answers no. machines

animated by phototropism, living

micro systems, hydroponics

environments, the lysergic growing of

mould. The electronic art doesn’t

want to represent the natural world,

but also imitate its processes. This is

Networked Nature , a collective

exhibition of artists that work in a

network and reflect on the

importance of a definition between

the human and the nature. They mix

politic and commitment, new

technologies and the collaborative

and unanimous spirit of the Net.

They are guest from the 11 th January

to the 18 th February at the New

Museum of Contemporary Art of New

York . The show is realized by

Rhizome . The artists are C5,

Futurefarmers, Shih-Chieh Huang,

Philip Ross, Stephen Vitiello and Gail

Wight. Let’s know all of them and all

of their works.

.

Photosynthesis Robot is a three-

dimensional model of a possible

machine with a perpetual movement,

that utilizes the phototropism

phenomenon, the movement of the

plants guided by the movement of the

sun. Should we watering it? Probably
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no. The work is by Futurefarmers.

Inspired by the vegetal world, Juniors

is the work of Philip Ross , an artist

from San Francisco. “Juniors” is an

hydroponics environment, big fun for

every plant in reality, as Juniors is

more all-loving than a mother. The

system can control the quantity of

light and water the vegetal needs.

Could nature do better than that?

Din Don I is a complete living micro

system, work realized by Shih-Chieh

Huang. To realize this work, the artist

mixed his data in electronic, robotic,

computational physic. The result,

guided by the deep knowledge of

organic systems, is a block of

electricity and air. A demiurgic artist?

.

More aesthetic and less technique,

we’re talking now of Creep, work by

Oakland Gail Wight, an hypnotic video

on three screens that shows the

growing of a coloured mould. The

different levels of the life of the mould

are filtered by fluorescent colours; the

sequences run with a logic based on

the colour. The result is extremely

beautiful, even if the protagonist of

this wonder is some mould. This time

art doesn’t want to imitate a natural

process, rather exalt its beauty.

Ironic, and not very politically correct,

Hedera by Stephen Vitello, artist from

Virginia. Inside a climber plant the

artist put some speakers, from whom

you can listen a private conversation

between the discussed president

George W. Bush and Tony Blair. The

conversation is accompanied by

percussions. In this case the plant is a

metaphor of the political and

international questions consumed in

the ground cover.

.

Out of the vegetal world, the last work

of the exhibition is Perfect View,

made by the collective C5 of San Jose

. It puts the accent on a different

modality of relation with the

landscape, through the use of new

technologies and in particular the GPS
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system.

Using the collaborative spirit of the

digital underground culture, the

collective worked on the concept of

sublime visual. Thanks to the

coordinates offered by the

community, a member of the

collective travelled for 13.000 miles on

a motorbike to photograph the

latitudes and longitudes

corresponding to the ones provided.

The result is a block of views of the

category of the sublime, depending

on each of them. The network is in the

end a benefit. The nature in electronic

vitro, it’s up to you.

www.foxyproduction.com/exhibition

/view/659

www.newmuseum.org

www.rhizome.org
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My Space Vjing, Bullettin From The Net
Elena Bianchi Vairani

There  are  rumours  about  MySpace

being the responsible for some new

bands  come  into  the  l imelight

recently such as Hawthorne Heights,

Arctic  Monkeys,  The  Feeling  a  Clap

Your Hands Say Yeah and Lily  Allen.

Even many bands  and Italian  artists

have  someth ing  to  say  about

MySpace  potentialities.

Some  have  found  a  discography

contract,  others  interesting  contacts

for  DJ  set  and  nights,  others  many

contacts and download of their tracks

thanks to public relations through the

network.  The  better  way  to  know

what  users  think  about  MySpace,

concerning  the  potentialities  of  the

tool,  is  exactly  contacting  them

through  the  Bulletin.

This  is  what  I  did  to  realise  this

experimental  article  for  Digimag,

focused on the Vying community, one

of  the  most  active  and  blooming

communities within MySpace. I sent a

Bulletin which has gathered in a few

days  the  most  different  answers.

Among the many answers I  decided

to  publish  and  organize  within  this

article  the  most  representative

answers  of  MySpace  phenomenon

and of  the  diffusion  potentialities  it

allows. Here you can find some of the

most interesting interventions on the

matter:  to  understand  how  the

Network  is  really  a  border  territory

between art and communication .

.

Message  rece ived  by :  D j  JOY

K I T K O N T I

www.myspace.com/kitikonti

I think MySpace is a good promotional
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channel,  but  I  use  it  mainly  as  a

meeting  point  with  colleagues  and

friends  and  especially  to  receive

productions from many artists and DJ

who would otherwise hardly give it to

me .  Advantages for those who can

promote themselves and for me that

can receive some fantastic elements

f o r  m y  D J  s e t s .  I  f i n d  i t  v e r y

democratic  for  this  reason.

Message received by VJ FARRSIDE

www.myspace.com/tonyfarr

The whole idea of MySpace is terrific.

It  is  a  global  network  al lowing

anybody to share their own ideas just

with  who  they  want,  as  well  as

sending your own life through blogs

and videos to anyone. Ok, a page is

just  a  page,  but  it  is  completely

‘personalizable,  so  that  anyone  can

add some elements, some little pieces

of html code distinguishing you from

the  others ,  which  shape  your

individuality and personality,  as your

clothes  do  in  real  life.  I  spoke  to

different  friends  having  a  page  on

MySpace and I find all of them have a

lot  in  common  with  their  virtual

identity.

The  only  thing  is  that  MySpace,

especially at the beginning, is a sort of

“drug”,  many people spend much of

their  t ime  on-l ine  and  make  of

MySpace a sort of substitute of life,

bringing  great  satisfaction  to  your

ego,  through  research,  request  and

then the approval of the people you

think can become your friends. It is a

sort  of  moral  reward  pushing  many

users to spend hours publishing their

pages.  The website  is  free and well

advertised…  bulletins  in  many  cases

are published during the weekend to

advise  you  where  to  go  during  the

week end and put users coming from

the same areas  in  contact;  it  works

better  then  the  satellite  navigator!

Maybe  a  new  cybernetic  utopia  is

growing:  MySpace  changes  day  by

day,  each  day  is  different  to  the

previous one.  Unlike the majority  of

websites,  we  all  work  together  to

change  i t ,  we  t ry  cont inua l ly

confirmations,  messages,  bulletins.  I

have  no  doubt  that  many  of  the

connections  and  relationships

generating online continue in the real

world.

.

Message received by: Vj stu-pid

www.myspace.com/vjstupid
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I used MySpace since the beginning

as a very practical tool to promote

and show my showcases and look for

professional collaborations, and I have

just received a proposal for

collaboration from a club near my city

which has seen my works online. It is

easy to promote your works through

this channel and it is really fun!!

Message received by: Vj Lennart

www.myspace.com/lennartvisuals

 MySpace… I received different

contacts from other VJs of the world

and I have always answered because I

think it is a great idea to meet

someone! I keep these contacts and I

always say to everybody that I want

them to come to my shows when

they are in Holland ! So far nobody has

come, but…

.

Message received by: Kyle

www.myspace.com/vjloops 

MySpace  is  very  different  form

forums,  which  can  be  really  cold

“environments”, full of old VJs, where

people get bored because everything

can cause a war or people argue over

nothing. On MySpace there are many

VJs and as in the real world there are

many “as…” but even a lot of fantastic

and interesting  people.  It  is  a  good

way  to  widespread  information  on

vying.

Message  received  by:  Giamba-

Smoking  Presidents

www.myspace.com/smokingpresiden

ts 

We  are  a  band.  We  have  soon
understood  the  promot iona l
potentialities  of  this  channel.  The
accesses  recorded  to  our  page  are
many and the interesting thing is that
they  grow  exponentially.  MySpace
seems to be specie of “Sant’Antonio’s
chain” of the new millennium. We, for
example,  through  MySpace,  were
contacted  by  the  organiser  of  the
“popcorn  chic”  night  of  Rome ,  the
only night in Italy to be supported by
Flux  TV.  You  can  find  info  on  their
Myspace.
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Interactive Pictures By Nicolas Clauss
Giulia Simi

I  didn’t  know Nicolas  Clauss  until  a

few months ago, when I occasionally

read  the  communicate  of  the

Bananram  Festival  that  announced

the  purchase  of  one  of  his  work

Scalpe  for  15.000  euros.  Maria  Rita

Silvestri ,  director and curator of the

fest iva l ,  def ines  the  work  as

“characterized by a strong European

ident i ty ”  and  s tates  that  “he

contaminates with poetry the digital

instrument”. My curiosity was already

going sky-high and in less than one

sec I was on his site. I there discover a

complex work, educated but involving

at  the  same  time,  where  analogical

dialogues with digital openly, creating

evocative, poetic, challenging images.

Born as a painter, Nicolas Clauss get in

touch  with  multimedia  on  1999,  33

years-old, after a six-years travel, back

to France . He attends a 3D university

course,  but  love  is  not  at  the  first

sight.  Than the explosion:  during an

exposition  he  sees  “Alphabet”,  CD-

ROM of interactive art multi-awarded

in France and developed by Frédéric

Durieu  (informatics  engineer)  and

Jean-Jaques Birgé (composer). Clauss

decides to contact both the artist and

starts studying the functioning of the

software  and  the  programming

language  �  Lingo  �  at  the  base  of

a l m o s t  a l l  o f  h i s  w o r k s ,  e v e n

nowadays.  They’re  developed

vertically, that means without using a

timeline,  rather  enclosing  the  entire

code in  a  frame.  It  is  not  a  case  if

Director overbears Flash in his work.

Clauss affirms that the first one gives

him the opportunity to use a method

more  equal  to  the  one  he  used  as

painter.  It  gives  him  the  chance  to

manage levels  and transparencies,  a

key for his works.

Flash  is  the  program  used  for  the

website Flyingpuppet.com , a sort of

virtual gallery where Clauss collect his

works since 2001. It is his independent

space,  as  he like  underlining,  where

without commitment or financing he

can  expose  his  works.  There  are

almost 60 interactive paintings, united

by the effort  on the matter,  on the
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duo sound/image, on the mechanical

and  obsessive  repetition  of  some

fragments,  where  the  occasion

command  the  games,  catching  the

spectator unprepared. Spectator that

tries to understand a fil rouge in the

cause-effect relationship linked to the

movement of the mouse or the click.

.

In six years of work the technologic

progress,  especially  the  connection

speed,  influenced  some  stylistic

changes  without  creating  value

differences  between the before  and

after. It actually underlined the ability

of Clauss to use the potential offered

by the media.  I  met  Nicolas  Clauss,

obviously in a virtual manner, asking

some question about his work.

Giulia Simi: Flying Puppet is a project

born  in  2001  and  stil l  open.  The

interactivity characterized your works

since  the  beginning,  but  changed

during  the  years.  The  first  works

where an experiment on the potential

of the digital medium, while now your

approach  put  s ide  by  s ide  the

interaction  through  the  mouse  with

the senses. What do you think about

interactivity? Which role does it have

in  your  aesthetic  experience  with

paintings?  Do  you  think  the  mouse

restrain the interaction between the

spectator and your work?

Nicolas Clauss: When I was a painter, I

tried  to  induce  the  eye  to  follow a

path  on  my  painting.  The  painting

could  do  that  because  of  some

significant  elements  or  its  own

structure. In my interactive works, not

only the look is involved, but also the

gesture.  This  one  reveal  the  work,

caressing some sensible zones that it

can modify, accompanying the music.

The  interactivity  al lows  a  real

appropriation of the object, an active

approach  strengthen  the  immersive

aspect  of  the  aesthetical  proposed

experience. Pay attention though: my

online  project  are  interactive,  but

there  is  a  conspicuous  number  that

evolve  in  an  uncertain,  autonomous

way.  Even  if  the  most  significant

aspect of my work is the interactivity,

the  dimension  that  apart  from  the

interaction with the user it is not to be

underestimated.  The  events  are

casual, both sounds and images. We

never  hear  or  see  the  exact  same

thing,  nothing  is  completely  still,

everything’s changing because of the

spectator  and  the  computer.  The

m o r e  t i m e  p a s s e s ,  t h e  m o r e
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interactivity loose importance. This is

the  reason  why  I ’m  developing

autonomous  paintings,  where  the

spectator  can  interact  or  let  the

machine  “do  the  talking”.

.

Talking  about  the  mouse,  even  if  it

seems an obstacle, it may turn to be a

sensual  object.  There’s  obviously

nothing sensual in clicking a cross to

close  a  window,  it  depends  on  its

function. Exploring the screen with a

hand  gesture  to  interact  with  the

music  can  be  (this  is  my  opinion

obviously) very sensual. I think we’re

using cold instruments, but it depends

on the use. In my paintings I try not to

evoking the computer  aesthetic  �  or

better  the  absence  of  aesthetic,

refusing  clickable  buttons  and

windows.  I  try  to conserve only  the

use  of  the  mouse  that  allows  to

forgive its real essence.

We have to say that the mouse is now

so natural that we could define it has

a  physical  extension  of  our  body.  I

would  precise  that,  when  I  create

installations I use also interfaces that

does not require the use of the mouse

( “Les Portes”, “L’Ardoise” or even “De

L’art si je veux” � installation version ). 

.

Giulia  Simi:  You  use  to  stratify  and

over  impress  your  images,  even

through  graphica l  s igns  that

remember  the  typical  flaw  of  the

analogical, highly exposed to time. In

some  cases  �  like  “Nocturne”  �  the

digital  elaboration  recall  the  typical

gestures of painters. There’s always an

open  dialogue  between  analogical

and  digital  that  renders  your  work

very poetic. What do you think about

it? What kind of relationship is there in

your work? Is it only because of your

painter  formation or  is  it  something

else?

Nicolas Clauss: From the beginning I

worked on the matter, the grain and

other corrosions you evoked. I refused

the  iconographic  images.  I  was

attracted  by  the  possibilities  of  the
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machines, but not the aesthetic linked

to them � for example Flash with all its

vector images and the flatting colours.

It  derives  I’m  sure  from  my  painter

background, where I used to a worked

based on the material. In this sense I

always  searched  to  turn  the  screen

into the substance I work with, even if

it’s  composed  by  cold  pixels.  After

paintings  such  as  “White  Vibes”,  a

work  on  the  pixel  itself,  I  started

creating  images  introducing  the

digital  elaboration,  although  always

from an analogical images. A painting

such as “Blu Han” is a good example:

all  the  colours  of  the  image  that

remember the pictorial world are pure

digital processes.

Giulia  Simi:  Often  your  works  are

related  with  dreams  and  memory,

maybe because of the darkness and

the evanescence of the images. I find

particularly  interesting  the  images

from  the  occidental  art  (  “Eden”,

“Deadfish”,  “Massacre”),  but  even

archive films ( “Jazz”, “Les Dormeurs”,

“White  Vibes”�  )  or  from  the  movie

history,  as  “The  Shower”  elaborated

from Psycho. Which is the value you

give  to  the  citation/elaboration  of

these images? Is it only an aesthetic

choice or is there something deeper

that  links  you  to  this  patrimony  of

collective visual memory?

Nicolas  Clauss:  Most  of  the  artists

inspire  themselves,  re-interpret  and

ask themselves about productions of

their predecessors. When I creates a

module  such  as  “Massacre”,  for

example, where the Gioconda turns to

be Jesus , I mention more Duchamp

with  his  LHOOQ  than  Leonardo  Da

Vinci.  With  “The  Shower”  I’m  in  the

world of works that re-interpret works

.  What  I  found  interesting  in  “The

Shower”,  more  than  the  plastic

treatment  that  remember  the

drawing,  was  the  possibil ity  to

introducing an uncertain editing of a

filmic scene. This is stronger because

it’s a scene belonging to the familiar

patrimony.  The  estrangement  born

from the familiar upset. This is one of

the reason why I used this extremely

famous scene. Looking at the editing

made by Hitchcock we can see that

this sequence is plenty of foregrounds

that seem to tell a different story from

the  global  sequence.  You  can  find

sensuality,  almost  voluptuousness,

but even violence. Actually Hitchcock

said he filmed the scene of murders

like lovers and vice versa.

.
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Giul ia  S imi :  You  ta lked  about

estrangement  about  “The  Shower”.

We  can  say  it ’s  a  characteristic

reproduced even in other works, that

means it’s  a  significant  part  of  your

work, isn’t it?

Nicolas Clauss: I think the concept of

estrangement  can  be  found  in  my

ent i re  work .  Somet ime,  as  in

“Trauma”, through ordinary images or

a simple movement (a young women

sat  on  a  tube  wagon,  closes  her

backpack and put it on her legs) that

reproduces  continuously,  creating

m e c h a n i c a l  a n d  g r o t e s q u e

movements  that  surely  bring  to  an

estrangement sense.  “White Rituals”,

my last work, online from a few days,

is  based on estrangement.  A couple

seems  imprisoned  in  this  white

painting  that  hide  them  and  at  the

same  time  reveal  them.  Absurd

m o v e m e n t s ,  a  r i t u a l  s o u n d

environment� I could mention half of

the  paintings  on  Flying  Puppet  that

talks  about  estrangement:   ”  3

études”,  “La  poupée”,  “La  photo”,

“Look at me”, “Heritage”, “Art cage” .

Maybe the question could be: why the

estrangement?  It  is  connected  with

surreal,  with  dreams,  it’s  a  sort  of

discomfort of the mind and, most of

all, it is imaginary

Giulia Simi: Sound is important in your

works  as  it  contributes  to  create  a

sensation  of  impalpability  but  even

uneasiness  and,  why  not?,  mystery

around  your  works.  You  often

collaborated  with  professional

composer,  first  of  all  Jean-Jacques

Birgé.  How  do  you  develop  the

teamwork  during  the  process  of

creation  of  the  work?

Nicolas  Clauss:  I’m  not  a  musician,

even if  I’ve always listened to music

and I sound the guitar (that allows me

to create most of the sound for my

works). Working with a musician gives

m e  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  t o  c r e a t e

something  that  I  couldn’t  do  alone,

but it’s also a pleasure. I usually arrive

with an interactive draft of the future

painting  that  I  show  the  artist.  It

creates an audio file that I  integrate

on  the  program  in  regard  of  its

indication.  There’s  an  exchange  of

feedback  after  that  until  images,

sound  and  structure  become  one.

There isn’t obviously a precise pattern,

things  change  due  even  to  the

musician I  work with. In the case of

Jean-Jacques Birgé the collaboration

goes further the musical composition.

It  happens  that  he  changes  some

elements  of  the  story-board  and  I

contribute  with  audio  file.  Often

Jean-Jaques  enrich  or  even  modify

the first vision of the object through

his  sound  dramatization  (it  is  not  a

case if  his band is called “Un drame

musicale  instantené”).  Moreover  he

has  a  cinematographer,  thing  that

b r o u g h t  h i m  q u e s t i o n s  o n

sound/image  relationship.  This

reflection is without any doubt what
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this  collaboration  mostly  carried  in

term of  creative  enrichment,  out  of

our friendship.

.

Giulia Simi:  During an interview with

Randy Adams in 2002, I was stroke by

your  statement:  “I’m  happy  for  the

visibility internet gave me, but I  see

my  work ,  when  I  c reate  i t ,  as

something made for installation with

big screens bound in the dark, not on

little  insignificant  monitor  with  poor

sound and noises on the background”.

You  often  defined  yourself  as  a

net.artist, but at this point I’m asking

myself: would you define your works

as net.art  or  rather as art  functional

for  the net?  When do you think art

becomes net.art and when the Net is

only a medium?

Nicolas Clauss: Talking about names,

categories  and  etiquettes  for  my

works, I’m an opportunist. If a curator

asks  me  to  participate  to  a  net.art

work, well my work is net.art. You can

ask me to expose as interactive art,

digital  art,  multimedia  or  even  new

media:  I’ll  be  whatever  you  want.  I

don’t care. It is not my job to classify

works  inside  cells.  But  if  I  need  to

answer  your  question,  I’d  say  that

mine is not net.art, in the sense that it

doesn’t  need  the  Internet  to  exist,

contrarily  to  Mouchette  work  or

people  that  considerate  time  of

connection, IP addresses as levels of

their work.

Looking to some of my online works

with attention though, even if I show

them  in  big  projection  (such  as

“Sonnambules” at the Art Museum of

Seul  ,  exposit ion  cal led  “Dual

Realities”),  I  can  understand  their

conceived  integrating  the  bonds

imposed by the Net. For example the

“computer” weight of my paintings is

conditioned by the speed connection

(even if it won’t be a limit in a while). It

means little images and less files, both

visual  and  sound.  Moreover,  as  you

saw, my online works are introduced

by  a  preloading  that  allows  the

spectator to interact waiting for  the

painting to be uploaded. Most of all,

m y  w o r k s  a r e  o n l i n e ,  s o  t h e y

t r a n s c e n d  t h e  s p a c e  a n d  m y

presence. They can be lived wherever,

whenever,  from  everybody.  Maybe

this  i s  doing  net .art .  Despite

everything,  as  Randy  Adams  says,  I

create  and  imagine  my  works

projected  on  huge  screens,  in  the

dark,  with  an  hi-fi  system.  The

immersion is there manifested and so
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my work.
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Arcangel Costantini, Hacking As Art And Life
Luigi Pagliarini

Arcangel Costantini is a volcanic artist

that works in Mexico City.  From the

last 90′s his works have been oriented

to  the  realization  of  projects  later

defined as Net Art, whose he’s one of

the  most  representive  international

exponent. He’s now taking distances

from  this  kind  of  definition,  as  he

wants his work to have a larger and

more complete collocation.

He’s the creator of the Atari Noise , a

project developed in 1999 as console

to  create  audiovisual  pattern

(“audiovisual  noise pattern generator

k e y b o a r d ,  a  g a m e  i n f o -

deconstruction”,  as  he  defines  the

project),  realized playing on an Atari

2600 , one of the most popular and

universal ly  known  videogame

machine  of  the  70′s,  with  whom

generations of kids played for almost

15  years.  From  this  starting  point,

Costantini elaborated audio and video

performances,  installation  and  an

interactive part of the site playable by

the users.

The online project Bakteria proposes

interactive  interfaces  that  mix

flashdesign,  code/machine  as

language forms and electronic sound

(one of the three proposed pièces is

realized by the Uruguayan artist Brian

Mackern , artist devoted to the audio-

visual  experimentation  through  the

internet). The message is brought by

the  narration  of  another  �alien  or

bacteria-  that  lives  on  the  planet

hearth,  presented  by  Costantini

t h r o u g h  a n  i n s t a l l a t i o n ,  a n

intervention  or  a  performance  in

different  places  all  around  the  world.

.

Costantini  work  is  a  complex  mix
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between  exper imentat ion  on

machineries (it  is  not rare to find in

websites  that  present  his  works the

word “hakering” as explanation of the

construction  process),  conceptual

processing  and  categorical  will  to

work as builder of network inside his

local  reality,  Mexico  City  (the  DF,

Dist i to  Federa l ,  that  he  ca l l s

“DeFectuoso”  himself,  that  means

defective,  as  he  explain  in  the

interview about lack and vitality of his

city).

This is the reason why an important

part  of  his  work  is  curatorial.  Inside

and  outs ide  the  inst i tut ions ,

Costantini  acts  to  animate,  activate

and sustain spaces where other artists

(that  share  modality,  interests  and

attitudes) can collaborate and debate.

I n  t h i s  o p t i c  i s  c r e a t e d  t h e

Cyberlounge,  dedicated  to  the  new

media , that is from 2000 part of the

serious  and  official  museum  Rufino

Tamayo of Mexico City ,  one of the

engine of the Latin America . With the

same optic  Costantini  is  part  of  the

committee of a New Media Biennale

intituled  Transitio_MX,  Festival

Internacional de Artes Electronicas y

Video (in 2005 at its first edition) and

at  the  same  time  of  independent

projects  such  as  Dorkbot  (“Gente

h a c i e n d o  c o s a s  r a r a s  c o n

electricidad”,  international  network

based on different cities of the world)

and  ¼,  independent  space  of

exposition,  debating,  installation and

promotion.

.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  You  work  in

parallel  on  different  researches:  a

complex  curatorial  activity,  an

experimental  music and avant-garde

research,  an  exploration  of  the

potential of new and old media. The

idea  I  got  from  your  work  is  that

you’re part of a bigger research whose

object  is  to  debate  the  possibilities

offered by new technologies to create

art  and  communication,  and  the

procedures they imply, moving critics

to structures, formalisms and analysis

of the mainstream world of art. How

do  you  manage  these  eccentric

interests?

Arcangel  Costantini:  I  think  the

realization of all these projects is due

to  the  opportun i t ies  and  the

disadvantages offered by a metropolis

such as  Mexico City  .  As  artist  that

develops  and  uses  its  works,  you

understand  the  lacks  and  the

possibilities of the scene that allow us
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to be goalkeeper, attacker, defender,

manager and public. In this moment, I

don’t see any difference between my

projects,  as  they  are  all  part  of  the

contemporary art.

Talking  about  the  projects  you

mentioned,  the  first  institution  of  a

society  is  the  society  itself,  and

through  these  activities  you  try  to

benefit the society. I work in my local

contest, that is what feeds me, as the

international  research.  I  try  to

organize  the  production  times  with

my managing work. The interest grow

time  after  time  but  there  are  still

s o m e  r e q u i r e s .  F o r  e x a m p l e

professionals  that  cure the scanning

and  analys is  of  what ’s  local ly

happening  now.

.

When  I  started,  my  activity  was  an

i n d e p e n d e n t  f i g h t  f r o m  t h e

institutions,  private  and  public,  as  I

worked for a challenge. I gave up that

world (and a good salary) to dedicate

completely  to  my  activity,  my

subjectivity,  to  express  my vision of

the existence.  The obsession for  my

personal  development  opened  the

doors  of  the  institution.  This  choice

addressed my possibilities to subsist

independently  from  my  production,

giving the possibility to other artists �

under collaborative form � to express

their  anxieties  as  I  do,  through  the

collective example, moving, involving

or activating institutional bases.

I  think  most  of  the  mainstream  is

caused  by  the  market  and  the

presence of institutions. In our activity

the  fact  of  not  having  a  productive

object  gives  us  tons  of  possibilities

and independence, even to catch the

masses

L u c r e z i a  C i p p i t e l l i :  H o w  d i d

Cyberlounge  born  and  how  did  it

developed?

Arcangel Costantini: The Cyberlounge

was born in the Tamayo Museum of

Contemporary  Art  in  2001  and  It

occupies the central courtyard of the

museum.  It’s  a  complicated  space,

dest ined  to  sculptures  and  to

assembly  contemporary  art  works,

which changed its function during the

years.  With  the  invite  of  Osvaldo

Sánchez , it changed for the first time

in a Media Art space. The project was

called Inmerso , for an utopian vision

of a total  immersion into alternative

generated  spaces.  The  program

contemplates  Net.Art  shows,  video,
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sound  art,  publications,  design  and

media  actions.  Cyberlounge  has  six

machines  connected  to  the  Net,

audio/video stations. The furniture is

designed by Mexican artists. The new

director Ramiro Martínez augmented

the  activities.  Inmerso   divided  in

different channels:  Lounge Forum to

live presentations; Sound Forum to a

s e r i e s  o f  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  s o u n d

experimentation  realized  every

fortnight,  with  special  guests  that

participate  to  the  experimental

interactive  audio  sessions;  Net.Art

show, following the “artistic” vocation

o f  t h e  m u s e u m .  W e  r e a l i z e d

retrospectives  of  individual  artist,

exposing  works  by  Peter  Luining,

Nicolas  Claus,  Tom  Betts,  Stanza,

Brian Mackern and collective such as

exonemo.com , jodi.org .

.

The  cyberlounge  computers  are

dedicated  exclusively  to  show  the

work of the artist and we invited each

artist to realize an interactive work for

its exposition. Net.art is considered a

mass  phenomena,  even  i f  the

communication is carried individually,

in the sense that the user consumes

directly  the  artist  work.  During  the

presentations we tried to invert  this

tendency, using the artist and its work

for  a  public  presentation.  The  artist

created the work and it’s the person

who best know it.  That’s the reason

why  we  organize  an  author ia l

d e m o n s t r a t i o n  o n  h o w  t h e

interactivity of its installation works.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  How  do  you

manage  the  Cyberlounge  with  the

experience of  eccentric  spaces such

as Dorkbot or ¼ ?

Arcangel  Costantini:  Working  in  a

museum  is  a  complex  game.  The

institutional rules and the procedures

don’t give space to the spontaneity of

Media Art,  an art that’s continuously

changing,  becoming  obsolete  to  an

absurd velocity.  The vocation of  the

Tamayo  Museum  is  oriented  to  the

international  world,  even  if  with

Inmerso  we  had  the  possibility  to

include  the  national  production  of

Net.Art.  For  example  with  a  show

called  E-maxico,  a  project  that

represented  a  critic  to  the  restrict

vision  of  the  federal  government  in

telecommunications  and  its  non-

existent  coherence  on  the  cultural

production  through  digital  media.

Cyberlounge and the activity of other

spaces such as the Multimedia Centre
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or  the  Alameda  Laboratory  of  Art

made  institutions  to  pay  more  and

more attention to the elaboration of

Media Art national projects, that try to

dilute  the  frontier  imposed  by  the

mainstream,  that  tend  to  exclude

because  of  non  comprehension.

.

Dorkbot  i s  an  hor izonta l  and

independent proposal of debate and

temporary  exposition,  with  an

international value. It has been a solid

base  to  a  debate  necessary  for  the

Mexican community. Dorkbot Ciudad

de México was born with the creation

of an artists collective that gives it a

form,  promotes  and  build  in  and

independent form, to grow apart the

institutions. It is now an independent

project  of  contemporary  art,  one  of

the  most  solid  and  perseverant  of

Mexico City

1/4 (un-cuarto.org) is another recent

proposal. In my home/studio I

realized sound-visual events and

video shows, sporadically and

informally. The courtyard of my

building hosted several and different

events. Beside there’s a building we

use as screen and taking advantage of

the artists guest at the Cyberlounge I

try to unite them with local producers

to favourite an exchange of ideas and

proposal. As one of my room is empty

and I got a scholarship of the national

artists association, I decided to use it

to finance this space, used to

assembly and dismount the

installations. An emergent and

independent space dedicated to art

and experimentation. We recently

hosted the expo Vibracion in situ of

the Mexican artist Ivan Abreu

(www.ivanabreu.net) and even a

session with rhythmic sound

machineries.

.

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  I’m  definitely

interested in the Latin-American new

media scene that uses technology to

develop  experimental  research.  I’m

intrigued by the possibility of a local

détournement  of  information  and
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communication  media  of  the  global

market.  Obviously  going  further  the

deep  differences  between  the

countries  that  compose  the  Latin-

America  (and  the  differences  inside

every country: the DF is another world

compared to other Mexico areas). Do

you think this potential took shape in

some way?

Lucrezia  Cippitelli:  Mexico  has  an

inventive  and  experimental  capacity

not so used in art.  The popular  and

visceral  creative  sparkle  has  been

suffocated by mass media. Television,

informatics media, public institutions

and  the  scarce  economic  resources

maintain the population in a condition

of  desolation  and  ignorance.  Young

people love electronic music, but no

other  electronic  art.  Because  of  no

information, because of the teachers,

b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  a v a n t - g a r d e

institutions,  exhibition  spaces  and

diffusion. We Mexican artists assumed

the role to increment the institutional

support  to  these  product ion,

participating  actively  as  managers,

promoters,  curators and activists,  so

as with our works. This kind of activity

are  now  augmenting  thanks  to  the

growing  interest  and  institutional

support.

http://transitiomx.cenart.gob.mx/

www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotcdmexico/

www.un-cuarto.org/

www.k-ra.de/

www.unosunosyunosceros.com/inde

xF/14index.htm

www.bakteria.org/

www.atari-noise.com/

www.museotamayo.org/inmerso/
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Blip Festival, Low-bit Art In Love
Monica Ponzini

If your first love has been Pong , and

not the girl or boy next door; if your

childhood physical activity was taking

Mario from a platform to another;  if

you brought your Game Boy with you

to the toilet to get to the next level of

Donkey Kong ;  if  you answered yes,

the Blip Festival is for you.

Organ ized  by  the  Newyorker

association  The  tank  and  by  the

collective  8bitpeoples  ,  defined  by

someone the ” Woodstock of the Chip

Music” , the festival is a celebration of

the  old  electronic  world  and  its

infinite,  unexpected elaboration with

the actual one. Forty artists from all

over the world came to this kermesse

of  the  low-bit  art  that  brings  back

instruments  of  the  past  �  from  the

Game Boy to the Atari,  through the

never  forgot  Commodore64  �  and

c r e a t e s  s o u n d  a n d  v i s u a l

performances.

Modified  cartridges,  essential

graphics  and  re-configured  sound

chip � simple and primary elements if

compared  with  the  nowadays

possibilities,  but  extremely  ductile

and  incredibly  fertile  if  in  the  right

hands � they’ve been the starting point

for every artist that re-elaborated its

digital  childhood.  8-bit-rhythms

became  the  start  for  electro-techn-

-house or rock music, in parallel with

visual  made  of  squared  images  of

primary colours.

.

Special guest was certainly The Super

Mario Movie (2005) by Cory Arcangel

and  the  collective  Paper  Rad  :  the

code of the original  game has been

written to obtain a video in the world

of Mario, pointed by text screens that
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narrate his history, as the old muted

movies.

The list of the artist was huge and not

only they represent the international

8bit production, but they even give a

reference frame of the various result.

The game boy is the inspirer of many

of  them.  From  Nullsleep  that  mix

themes  to  electro-pop  melodies

searching for new sound, to BitShifter

that  push  the  limits  of  a  medium

erroneously  considered  limited.

Minimalism  is  the  keyword  for

compositions  Bubblyfish  ,  Korean

s o u n d  a r t i s t  w i t h  a  c l a s s i c a l

background. You can listen the techno

of Aonami (matchless with his panda

mask) and even the cartoon pop-rock

of the Nippon-Hispanic duo Pepino ,

from the ballade of The Depreciation

Guild  to  the  folktronic  by  Mark

DeNardo.

.

On the visual versant, artists such as

noteNdo or C-Men start directly from

the console to mix old fashion images,

while Voltage Controlled and C-TRL

Labs have more personal graphics, by

the algometric geometries of the first

to the 3D elaboration of the second.

A “labour of love”, this festival,

celebrated even on the presence side,

to demonstrate that the bit art scene

in general, long from a residue of the

past or a hobby for nostalgic, has lot

to say.

www.blipfestival.org/

www.thetanknyc.org/

www.8bitpeoples.com/

www.stategrezzi.com/stategrezzi_2.

0/video/BlipFestival2006_podcast.m

ov
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Bigonzetti-plessi. All Standing
Massimo Schiavoni

A Romeo and Juliet  different in  the

forms  and  the  stereotypes,  strange

vision and pure creation, impeccable

refined  and  contemporary  creature

signed Bigonzetti-Plessi, guarantee of

innovation,  quality  and  aesthetic-

artistic  perfection.

The  video-sculpture  embrace  the

modern  dance  and  brings  fresh  air,

new  stimulations  and  new  horizons

that we weren’t used to. The soul of

the  matter  invest  the  dancers,  the

technologic dancing scenography is a

pretending of feelings that hustle the

common sensitivity and conception. A

love  story,  the  most  known  in  the

whole  world,  re-adapted  in  a  post-

conceptual key where the symbols are

leaders and the sense is universal in

every  country  for  every  person.  The

score of Prokofiev  give life to bended

bodies magisterially oiled and guided,

unique  visual  impacts,  dramaturgic

and  performative  abstractions,

multiplication  of  two  lovers  that

couldn’t  avoid  their  love  for  each

other  that  not  even  Dainese  ,
protagonist  out  of  his  habitual

context,  can  protect.

Mare verticale, Naufragio della pittura

or Roma II, to mention some

installations where water, air and fire

are protagonists and even favourite

themes of Fabrizio Plessi, here they

immerge and transfigure in a non-

flowery set environment, but highly

contagious to support the

relationships man-machine and light-

colour .

.

“We  all  have  airbags  to  protect  our

bodies  by  violent  crashes  that  can
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always  happen.  But  what  kind  of

airbags  do  we  have  to  protect  our

souls? We’re completely unprotected

by feelings, emotions, love that can, in

a  few instants,  make  you  loose  the

control you thought you had on your

hearth until that moment. Romeo and

Juliet  were  two  young  people  that

crashed necessarily against the wall of

love without protection at the highest

possible speed. Helmets, carbon fibre

suit and the thousands of expedients

we use everyday are simply useless.

To get inside the other soul you need

no GPS. It’s our adrenaline, unique and

extraordinary  bypass,  that  will  bring

us straight to the heart.

The speed of its bit will be the unique

resonance,  the  unique  practicable

map. You just need to listen! In this

antique  and  contemporary  tragedy

three elements are the hinge of the

history:  the  Water,  that  remove

everybody  and  everything  with  its

impetus; the Fire,  that purify flaring,

and the Wind, that sweep away all the

illustrative and anecdote waste of this

wonderfu l  work ,  g iv ing  back

something pure and absolute. A new

lecture key for Romeo and Juliet, the

most actual, to get inside without any

fear  in  the  labyrinth  of  the  human

passions.  Anyway  in  the  end  the

strength of love will be able to move

the weight of the mountains.” (F.P.)
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From his side, Mauro Bigonzetti with

h i s  m u l t i - y e a r  p r o f e s s i o n a l

experience,  now  art  director  of  the

Fondazione Nazionale  Della  Danza –

Compagnia  Aterballetto  of  Reggio

Emilia  ,  signed in the most efficient

a n d  c h a r a c t e r i z i n g  w a y  t h e

choreography  of  the  Shakespearian

text.  “Romeo  and  Juliet  has  always

been in my DNA. This history crossed,

with his ability to move the sensitivity,

all  the  arts,  re-generated  in  all  the

possible environment and has always

showed  its  ability  to  attract  in  its

vortex of passion. It is the structure of

the man who’s represented,  not the

characters  but  the  strengths  that

bring them to an extreme act. It is the

love that release the passions despite

the  experience  and  the  social

protective  structures.  Every  time  it

take the human being to its limit to an

uncontrollable  velocity  in  places

where  the  soul  decide,  where  the

asleep instincts wake up exalting the

value  of  a  meeting  and  become  a

violent unconsciousness of a clash.

This  trip  at  high  speed  without

protections  for  the  spirit  exalt  the

imponderable  figure  of  the  destiny.

Love, death, meeting, clash will  give

strength and shape to this Romeo and

Juliet. The initial death will let me free

t o  c o p e  w i t h  t h e  c a u s e s  t h a t

generated  it  in  a  turnover  of  the

classic  dramaturgic  structure.  It  will

give  me  the  possibility  to  prospect

a n d  t r a n s m i t  t h r o u g h  t h e

choreographic  material  the  deep

bond  of  th is  h i s tory  wi th  our

existences.”  (M.B.)

.

The  Compagnia  Arteballetto  is  the

principal company of production and

distribution  of  dance  spectacles  in

Italy and the first established reality of

ballet outside the lyric foundations. A

ser ies  of  co l laborat ions  with

prest ig ious  choreographers ,

composers,  set  designers,  painters,

actors  consolidated  the  quality  of

Arteballetto.  Composed  of  solo

dancers  that  know  all  the  styles,

A r t e b a l l e t t o  i s  r e c o g n i z e d
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internationally. Its shows crossed the

world  and  now  its  repertory  has

choreography  by  Mauro  Bigonzetti,

Michele  Abbondanza,  Antonella

Bertoni,  Itzik  Galili,  Jacopo  Godani,

Fabrizio  Monteverde  and  young

European  choreographers,  but  also

ballet  of  important  artists  such  as

William Forsythe and Jiri Kylia’n .

Under  the  prescription  of  Federico

Grilli,  in  2003,  the  Centro  Regionale

della  Danza  turned  into  National

Foundation of the Dance, where some

of  the  most  important  experiences

flow together from the entire country.

A unique experience on the national

territory  that  gives  birth  to  the

improvement  course  for  young

dancers, organizes manifestations and

exhibitions, promotes and stimulates

the public interest for choreographic

languages.

.

Next life show of Romeo and Juliet

will be set in February 13 th at the

Goldoni Theatre in Livorno, February

25 th at the Social Theatre of Rovigo

and February 28 th at the Communal

Theatre of Bolzano. In March the

spectacle will stop in Biella, Ferrara,

Ravenna, Napoli, Forlì, Pisa and Milano

while the 14 th and 15 th April in

Bologna at the Duse Theatre . I invite

the lovers and not of the performance

contemporary and modern scene not

to loose the replies of this

experimentation, this revisiting

artistically elaborated that changes

and creates, stimulates and organizes

a communication and conventional

perception of the choreographic and

technologic research.

A little bit of video-dance and a little

bit of sculpture, a little bit of

installation and a little bit of light-

design, turning back with the memory

when others union of art and dance

resulted productive and irresistible.

From Merce by Merce by Paik, born by

the meeting of Nam June Paik and

Merce Cunningham, to the

collaborations between Doris Chase

and the most important dance

company of the 70′s . Anyway the

history is not plenty of this kind of

matches, so it’s cool when creative

and clever minds fuse to create

unique, unmistakable and matchless

works. A theatrical “ballet”, musical

and visionary in the most perceptive

connotation of the term, “total” work

that re-define the space and the

body, the context and the meaning.
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New light that mould and sculpt

shapes, new additive synthesis, real

art work in evolution from the scene

where the pathos is dynamic and the

“editing of the attractions” of

Eisenstein seems to echo from behind

the scenes. If the video-sculpture live,

the primordial sense of movement

turn into freestanding sequences,

chromatic three-dimensional

description continuously exposed.

Both the René Clair of Paris and the

Craig of the first part of the last

century, but even a Svoboda synthetic

and psychological transfigure. But

here we are , in Italy, where Romeo

and Juliet have their tradition and

passion, but at last a new vision and

solution.

www.studiopesci.it

www.aterballetto.it
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Nuovi Media E Museo: Un Caso Italiano?
Domenico Quaranta

Dal  16  dicembre 2006 al  16  gennaio

2007,  il  Casoria  Contemporary  Art

Museum  ha  proposto  una  colossale

mostra itinerante progettata e curata

da Agricola de Cologne e da Antonio

M a n f r e d i .  M a  i l  p i c c o l o  e

intraprendente  museo  napoletano

non  si  è  fermato  lì,  accogliendo

questa  ampia  scelta  di  opere  –  260

opere  multimediali,  audio,  video  e

fotografiche più 100 testi di scrittura

creativa e poesia visiva, per un totale

di  360  artisti  �  nella  sua  collezione

permanente.

A rendere possibile tutto ciò è stata

anche  la  particolare  concezione  di

questa impresa. Selfportrait – a show

for Bethlehem – show for Peace è un

progetto  espositivo  concepito  da

Wilfried Agricola de Cologne, uno dei

più attivi e prolifici artisti e curatori di

New Media Art, come un messaggio

di  pace,  convogliato  da  una  pratica

un iversa le  e  un iversa lmente

comprensibile,  l’autoritratto,  come

affermazione di un’esistenza volta alla

cancellazione  di  ogni  separazione

culturale  e  dalla  natura  duttile  del

medium digitale.

La mostra consiste di  un archivio di

autoritratti  digitali  in  forma  di

immagine,  video,  suono  o  testo

liberamente  consultabile  online,  ma

che esplode nello spazio in forma di

stampa,  proiezione  o  installazione

sonora  quando  si  crea  l’occasione

adeguata.  Per ora,  la mostra è stata

installata, oltre che a Betlemme (luglio

2006)  e  a  Casoria,  a  Szcczecin  in

Polonia (ottobre / novembre 2006) e

a l  M A C  –  M u s e o  d e  A r t e

C o n t e m p o r a n e o  d i  S a n t a  F e

(dicembre  2006);  in  febbraio  verrà

proposta al  MACRO – Museo de Art

Contemporaneo di Rosario.
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La decisione del museo napoletano di

far  entrare  la  mostra  nel la  sua

collezione  permanente  apre  intanto

una  nuova  prospett iva  per  le

istituzioni museali italiane, che per ora

non si sono ancora poste il problema

di  come  esporre,  archiv iare  e

conservare  i  media  digitali.  Ed  è

proprio di queste problematiche che

abbiamo  discusso  con  Agricola  de

Cologne.

Domenico  Quaranta:  “Selfportrait”  è

un  progetto  imponente,  con  più  di

300  artisti  partecipanti.  Come  sei

riuscito  a  metterlo  assieme?

Wilfried Agricola de Cologne:  Come

rivela  il  titolo,  la  mostra  è  stata

realizzata per Betlemme. La selezione

originale era un poco più ridotta della

mostra  attuale,  perché  lo  spazio

espositivo  era  più  piccolo.  Il  tema

dell’autoritratto  non  mi  è  nuovo,

poiché negli anni passati ho realizzato

diversi progetti online su questo tema,

affrontandolo  ogni  volta  in  maniera

diversa. Quando fui invitato a curare

una seconda mostra di media art per

Betlemme  (la  prima  risale  al  2005),

non dovetti  ripartire da zero, perché

potevo  att ingere  a l  progetto

precedente. In realtà , gli artisti invitati

a  prendere  parte  a  questa  mostra

costituiscono  la  base  di  un  ampio

progetto che può essere riallestito in

un  tempo  relativamente  breve.  In

questo, ci ha aiutato molto il concept 
iniziale,  che  prevede  che  l’intero

materiale espositivo esista in forma di

file  digitali,  e  che per  la  produzione

della  mostra  non  siano  necessari

investimenti  ingenti.

Sin dall’inizio, l’idea era di presentare

la mostra nello spazio fisico non solo a

Betlemme, ma anche � in seguito � in

a l t r i  l u o g h i .  M a  p e r  f a r l o  e r a

necessario estendere la selezione,  in

particolare  rimpolpando  la  sezione

video e stampa digitale, e soprattutto

aggiungendovi SoundLAB � Edition IV

(Memoryscapes),  una  raccolta  di

sound art appena completata e unica

nel suo genere, allo scopo di dare a

questo  aspetto  importante  dell’arte

digitale  una  maggiore  rilevanza.  Un

sacco di feedback positivo conferma

la  mia  personale  convinzione  che

questa mostra sia, nel suo complesso,

un’opera d’arte a sé .

.

Domenico Quaranta: Che accoglienza

c’è stata nelle altre sedi?
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WAdC:   Finora  ci  sono  state  due

mostre,  la  prima  a  Betlemme  in

Palestina (luglio 2006) e la seconda a

Szcczecin  in  Polonia  (ottobre  /

novembre 2006). In entrambi i casi la

mostra � e la presentazione di media

art � rappresentava qualcosa di nuovo,

e  ha  ricevuto  un’accoglienza  molto

positiva.  In  riferimento  all ’arte

contemporanea come la concepiamo

noi occidentali, la Palestina è un paese

sottosviluppato.  Anche  se  gli  artisti

palestinesi  che  vivono  altrove

potrebbero  dare  un’impressione

diversa,  la  Palestina  è  un  paese

fondamentalmente arabo e islamico, e

l ’educazione  artist ica  come  la

intendiamo noi sta iniziando ora.

Molti  progetti  occidentali  ospitati  in

Palestina fanno riferimento �  c’  è  da

sorprendersi?  –  alla  guerra  e  alla

violenza, e si fondano sulla relazione

fra Israele e la Palestina. I locali sono

stanchi  di  arte  che  li  costringa  a

confrontarsi  continuamente  con  la

loro vita quotidiana. La mia idea era di

portare  alla  gente  di  Betlemme

un’arte  che,  invece  di  deprimere,

ispirasse, aprendo le porte al nuovo. In

effetti, l’idea che gli artisti superino il

grande muro che si erge fra Israele e

Palestina  e  diventino  messaggeri  di

pace  attraverso  i  loro  autoritratti

eseguiti  con le  nuove tecnologie  ha

avuto questo effetto, o per lo meno la

risposta  del  pubblico  mi  ha  dato

questa  impressione.

Anche  se  in  Polonia  la  situazione

dell’arte e della cultura è decisamente

diversa, la situazione della media art è

abbastanza simile, dato che l’adozione

della  tecnologia  come  strumento

artistico  è  ancora  poco  sviluppata

anche  l  ì  .

.

Domenico  Quaranta :  I l  Casoria

Contemporary Art Museum acquisirà

l’intero  progetto  espositivo.  In  che

modo?

WAdC: Questa terza domanda è molto

delicata [...]  Certo non è un segreto

che  la  mostra  diverrà  parte  della

collezione permanente del  museo di

Casoria, non tramite una acquisizione

ma tramite una donazione.  [...]  Tieni

presente  la  quantità  degli  artisti

partecipanti  e  dei  loro lavori;  che io

sono solo l’organizzatore e il curatore

della  mostra,  non  il  proprietario  dei

lavori  in  mostra,  né  l ’agente  o  il

gallerista  degli  artisti  coinvolti;  e  il

fatto che non esista una misura per

valutare l’arte digitale in genere, e le
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differenti tipologie di media presenti

in particolare.

Non serve molta immaginazione per

c a p i r e  c h e  s a r e b b e  s t a t o

s e m p l i c e m e n t e  i m p o s s i b i l e

organizzare  l’acquisizione  dell’intera

mostra  in  queste  circostanze,

considerato che gli artisti vengono da

trenta paesi diversi  e che si  sarebbe

dovuto  negoziare  con  ogni  artista

separatamente. Il museo non sarebbe

mai stato in grado di farlo, né tanto

meno  io  in  rappresentanza  degli

artisti. Già organizzare la donazione è

stato un capolavoro di logistica e mi

ha succhiato tanto tempo ed energia

da sembrare impossibile, ma alla fine

è diventata realtà .

In  ogni  caso,  il  museo  produce  la

mostra (fra cui  50 stampe digitali)  e

riceve la copia o il  clone di un’opera

d ’ a r t e  i n  d o n o ,  m a  g l i  a r t i s t i

mantengono il  ”  sorgente ”  e  tutti  i

diritti.  Tutto  ciò  non  era  pianificato

dall’inizio,  ma  è  successo,  ed  è  un

esperimento,  e  come  tale  è  stato

inteso da tutte le parti in gioco.

.

Domenico Quaranta:  Come il  museo

affronterà il  problema di archiviare e

preservare questo genere di lavori (mi

riferisco  in  particolare  ai  lavori

multimediali e a quelli in Rete)? Sai se

ha intenzione di costruire un contesto

attorno a questo complesso di opere?

WadC :  Questa  è  una  domanda

interessante,  anche  se  è  necessario

notare  che  la  mostra  non  include

nessun lavoro propriamente online. La

mostra è completamente online,  ma

l ’ i n t e r f a c c i a  u s a t a  i n  r e t e  è

esattamente  la  stessa  mostrata  dai

computer  in  mostra,  e  che  gira  su

DVD.  Ma  hai  ragione,  la  questione

della  conservazione  dell’arte  digitale

rappresenta una delle grandi sfide del

futuro, tanto per l’arte Internet-based

quanto per quella che usa supporti di

archiviazione come i CD-rom e i DVD.

Personalmente sono sicuro, sulla base

del  nostro reciproco accordo (quello

f r a  i l  m u s e o  e  m e  c o m e

rappresentante degli  artisti  coinvolti)

che  i l  museo  abba  colto  questa

occasione  pressoché  unica  per

cominciare a discutere e ad affrontare

i  temi  della  conservazione  dell’arte

digitale  in  generale,  e  di  questa

collezione  in  particolare.  E  dal

momento  che  nemmeno  i  maggiori

esperti  di  tecnologia  hanno  trovato

f inora  la  soluzione  ideale  per
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conservare le opere d’arte digitale per

le  future  generazioni  in  maniera

appropriata,  la  mostra,  specialmente

dopo  essere  stata  incorporata  nella

collezione  permanente  del  museo,

sarà usata come oggetto di ricerca per

r ispondere  a  molte  d i  queste

domande.

www.casoriacontemporaryartmuseu

m.com

http://self.engad.org/blog

www.agricola-de-cologne.de

http://soundlab.newmediafest.org/bl

og
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Cory Arcangel, Re-costructing Code Art
Monica Ponzini

He lives and works at Brooklyn and he

is one of the most interesting digital

artists  in  America  .  His  works  are

exhibited at the Whitney Biennale, at

the  Guggenheim,  at  the  MoMA and

the PS1. He began with the hacking of

filters  for  the  Nintendo,  continued

with a version of a slow motion Tetris

and with a 15 minutes video on Super

Mario.

Recently  he has composed a Colors

film of Dennis Hopper in a symphony

of single lines of colour, extending the

first line of pixel in the all screen and

repeating the same process for every

line of 33 days of projection. He made

Dazed  and  Confused  of  Richardson

Linklater dub in English by an Italian

o f f i c e  a n d  h e  p l a y e d  o n  t h e

synchronies of two projections of the

video clip Sweet Child O’Mine of Guns

and  Roses  in  which  a  note  was

missing from a version. His last effort

entitled the Bruce Springsteen “Born

to  Run”  Glockenspiel  Addendum,

where  the  music  of  the  Boss  is

enriched  by  concords  and  silences

composed  and  played  on  the  same

lines of the track in question.

He is  Cory Arcangel,  born in 1978,  a

polyhedral artist and in evolution. His

works  explore  the  relationship

between  culture  and  technology,  in

particular those between the end of

the  70s  and  the  80s,  recycling  and

contorting  pre-existent  data  taken

from the most different medias, in a

“second  coming”  of  the  post  post

modernism.  At  the  phone  we  have

talked  of  the  art ists  who  have

influenced him, of hacking and of his

work.

.
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Monica Ponzini:  How did you begin?

Your education is extremely musical,

where  does  the  remaining  come

from?

Cory Arcangel:  Yes,  I  studied music.

The whole art  thing,  I  guess,  it  was

kind of second hand knowledge � that

was kind of rubbed off on me without

me even knowing it  -.  I  grew up in

Buffalo , has a really strong history of

progressive  media  artists,  like  the

Vasulkas, Paul Sharits or Tony Conrad.

Video art was the kind of art form that

I was taught first, there are a bunch of

non-profits  that  teach  how  to  edit

video, there are a lot of places where

they  play  video  art ,  and  al l  my

teachers naturally pointed us towards

video �much before I got to college.

M o n i c a  P o n z i n i :  A n d  t h e

programming?

Cory Arcangel: Pretty much, I went to

col lege  and  got  interested  in

computer  programming,  and  then

making  videos  from  old  computer

games  was  a  natura l  s tep  for

someone like me, as I was interested

in computer programming and video

art. It was the natural thing to do�

Monica Ponzini:  Which artists did you

take inspiration from at the beginning

and today?

Cory  Arcangel :  It ’s  hard  to  say.

Probably  jody.org,  I  think  the  first

generation  of  Net-artists  I  always

really  liked,  like  Olia  Lialina  e  Peter

Kozek.  And then there are  the “art-

artists”. I think it’s harder for me to say

what  artist  I  l ike,  because  I  l ike

particular slices of certain artists, like

early William Wegman videos, are just

incredible,  some  of  the  old  Jack

Goldstein  videos,  Alvin  Lucier,  the

composer,  is  really  amazing.  Steve

Reich, I think all his stuff is very good,

very formal.

.

Monica  Ponzini:   Artists  who  don’t

belong strictly at the world of art?

Cory Arcangel:  Gary Larson, who did

the Far Side, Andy Kaufman� those I

think are my influences outside of the

art world. So it’s all kind of mixed in:

composition, comedy and process art.

Monica  Ponzini:   Projects  for  the

future?

Cory  Arcangel:  I  have  an  exhibition

coming up in Geneva in March and I’m

trying  to  figure  out  that  right  now,

trying to decide what’s  in  the show
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and trying to pin down. But it’s mostly

ready. And I just had a show in New

York at the Team Gallery, that was a

lot of new work. So I’m gonna try to

keep  that  momentum  happening.

What  else  am I  working  on?  Gonna

make a little event in New York, it’s

gonna be kind of a video document of

what kind of art it’s been uploaded to

the  Internet  by  people,  it’s  gonna

basically highlight the fact that there’s

no information on conceptual art on

the Internet�I mean there is, but if you

look up at YouTube and Google Video

there’s  almost  nothing.  And  my

website, I’m always trying to do it a

little better.

Monica Ponzini: It seems that much of

your work in association with others is

made with the use of phone or email.

Do  you  think  that  the  personal

interaction  is  old  in  the  artistic

process?

Cory Arcangel:  I’m gonna say no.  In

any project  that  I’ve  done,  where it

was created mostly over email or the

Internet, we always tried to meet up

at a certain point. Email is a terrible

way to communicate, worse than the

phone. I  think that the more people

are relying on it,  the more is  gonna

make personal interaction important.

It’s like music: MP3s are devaluing the

value  of  recorded  music,  but  are

making  performance  more  valuable.

That’s the way things are going, I don’t

think  that  anybody  has  anything  to

get all worked up about. Not that you

are implying that, but I think a lot of

people are implying that. Just simply

makes that time that you have with

someone more important.

.

Monica  Ponzini:   And  the  work  of

group?  Above  all  in  the  recent  age

there’s the trend to work in a team, to

exploit the different specializations of

everybody�

Cory Arcangel:  Any time technology

gets into the mix, it’s not normal for

the artist to know how to use it, and

that’s probably the reason that more

and more artists need to hire people. I

come from a slightly different era, but

I like to know about the technology�

the  Paper  Rad  project,  Super  Mario

Movie, is a good example of the other

way. Paper Rad didn’t  know how to

work the Nintendo, but I knew, but I

don’t know how to write scripts, but

they  did�  we  just  basically  made  a

m o v i e ,  I  w a s  k i n d  o f  t h e

cinematographer in a way. For years I
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worked at a postproduction place, so I

was  the  guy  helping  artists  with

technology.

Monica Ponzini:  What is the hacking

for you?

Cory  Arcangel:  I  like  the  original

definition of the work hacking, which I

think almost sums up the things I do.

Originally  the  word  hacking  meant

doing clever stuff with the computer,

often with a sense of humor. You take

some code, you do something clever

with  the  code,  you cobble  together

things  that  weren’t  meant  to  go

together or you do something clever

with the architecture or the way the

computer  operates,  that’s  what

hacking means to me. I recently have

seen Richard Stallman , the guy who

started the GNU movement, giving a

lecture, I  think he described hacking

something like John Cage’s silence.

.

Monica  Ponzini:   I  make  you  the

question that Lev Manovich published

on  his  site  inviting  his  audience  to

answer. I made it also for other artists.

Since we live in a culture of the remix

there must be limits and an ethics of

the remixing?

Cory Arcangel: It would be ridiculous

for me to say no, everything I’ve ever

made it’s  some kind  of  remix.  Do  I

think there should be some ethic? Yes,

sure, I think there should be an ethic,

you  can’t  take  credit  for  something

y o u  d i d n ’ t  d o  a n d  I  t h i n k

transformation of  context  should be

clear.  The  last  thing  I’ve  made,  a

project called The Bruce Springsteen
“ B o r n  t o  R u n ”  G l o c k e n s p i e l
Addendum, was not a remix project, it

wasn’t deconstructing a work, it was

adding on, but of course it’s played on

the whole idea of remix. Even myself,

it’s been like “Well, maybe it’s time to

start adding things again, maybe it’s

time  to  start  composing  again”.  I’m

questioning it myself and that work I

think  is  a  really  good  example  of

maybe one possible solution. It exists

by itself, but also exists in conjunction

with the previous work.

Monica  Ponzini:  Do  you  want  to

define your work? You wake up in the

morning and say: ok, also today I will

do�

Cory Arcangel: When I wake up in the

morning I  have a hundred thousand

things I would like to do. For example

right  now  I  would  like  to  have  a

running list of links on the home page
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of my website, that’s because I would

like people to go back to my website

a  couple  of  times  a  day,  and those

links are simply the things that I think

are cool  on the Internet,  which is  a

common  thing  right  now.  So  those

links are simply my interests and my

territorial  vision.  It  fits  in  the  whole

thing that the artist is just a curator,

the whole issue of context and what is

art,  especially after the Pop Art and

the Readymade. Now with the web,

all  that  stuff  goes  out  the  window.

With the Internet you’re dealing with

distribution and accessibility, which is

million times what  you can possibly

hope for within the art world. I think

that dynamic is kind of interesting� I

wake up in the morning and I just try

to figure out what I am interested in

and  how  that  is  re lated  to  the

different contexts I want to place it in

� do I want to put it in a gallery, or on

m y  w e b s i t e ,  a n d  w h a t ’ s  t h e

difference.

www.beigerecords.com/cory/
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New Music Shorts: New Talents Growin’up
Alessandra Migani

The  new  short  forms  of  audiovisual

communication  l ive  nowadays

continuous contaminations of genres

and  shapes.  If  we  observe  short

movies and music videos we can see

happily  that  separation  between

genres  is  not  so  defined.

Often  in  some  short  movies  music

becomes so important that dialogues

vanish on the background, or on the

other hand in music videos happens

that suddenly dialogues cover music

becoming sharp. Consciousness of the

existence  of  this  new  field  of  short

forms, called music shorts, in between

short film and music video, has lead

the  innovatory  online  channel  BBC

film  network  to  the  launching  of  a

winning and compelling initiative. The

saying that appears on the webpage is

‘We have the music,  now you make

the film’ and it expresses perfectly the

idea.  So,  last  summer  the  different

involved situations such as BBC Film

Network,  BBC New Talent  and  BBC

Electric Proms, got together to launch

a  competition  that  offered  as  prize

the possibility for the winner to realize

his own idea for a video.

I  had  the  possibility  to  ask  to  the

Senior Producer of BBC Film Network,

Claire Cook, to explain us how things

m o v e d  o n ,  b u t  f i r s t  o f  a l l  t o

understand what  BBC Film Network

is.

.

Alessandra  Migani:  The  New  Music

Shorts are part of BBC film network;

could  you  explain  what  the  film

network it is all about? When the film

network was launched?

Claire  Cook :  BBC  Film  Network  
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promotes new British filmmaking by

screening short films and profiling the

people  that  make  them.  Three  new

films  are  showcased  in  broadband

quality  every  week,  adding  to  a

growing  catalogue  of  almost  300

shorts  from  traditional  drama  and

comedy  to  cutting  edge  animation

and music promos. Users are invited

to offer feedback by commenting on

and rating films. The site also provides

weekly  magazine  content,  featuring

i n t e r v i e w s  w i t h  e s t a b l i s h e d

filmmakers  such  as  Julien  Temple  ,

Nick Park, Stephen Woolley, Miranda

July and Michael Winterbottom.

Recently  Film  Network  has  started

offering  f i lms  as  hi-resolution

downloads  with  digital  r ights-

management.  The  site  currently

receives  100,000  visitors  per  month

and  has  8,000  registered  members.

The site launched in 2005 initially as a

BBC trial.

.

Alessandra Migani:   How the idea of

the  New  Music  Shorts  competition

came about?

Claire Cook:  BBC Film Network, BBC

New Talent  and BBC Electric  Proms

challenged  new  Filmmakers,  in

summer 2006 to submit ideas for new

music  shorts,  inspired  by  tracks

supplied  by  leading  independent

record  labels  Ninja  Tune,  Warp

Records  and  679  Recordings.  We

thought this was a bit of a new area

for  short  fi lmmaking,  which  we

wanted  to  explore  this  developing

genre  a  little  further.  The  tracks

included  songs  by  M  Craft,  Grizzly

Bear,  Zero  dB,  and  Pop  Levi.  The

filmmakers  had  the  opportunity  to

win a commission, a budget of up to

£5,000 and the chance to work with

Warp Films to produce their shorts.

From  over  300  entries,  five  original

commissions  were  selected.  The

talented  f i lmmakers  awarded

commissions for the 2006 New Music

Shorts  are:  Gemma  Birditt,  Simon

Burrill, Joe Tumner, Alexander Turvey

and Georgina  Wu.  These  films  were

freshly finished in time to receive their

world premiere at the Electric Proms

on Thursday 26th Oct at the Camden

Roundhouse.  BBC  Film  Network  is

now  premiering  the  films  online  at

www.bbc.co.uk/dna/filmnetwork/ne

wmusicshorts and has embarked on a

UK festival tour.
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Alessandra  Migani :   There  are

different  realities  involved  in  the

project from BBC Film Network, BBC

Electric Proms and BBC New Talent,

Warp  Films  to  some  independent

record  labels.  From your  experience

do you think we are in front of a new

way to commission short films/music

videos?

Claire Cook: This was a first time for

us,  but  we  wanted  to  broker  new

productions  with  ‘untried’  talent  by

using our contacts in the industry and

trying to get them involved. The Indie

record labels in this project wanted to

work on a project that involved new

talent  both  on  a  film  and  musical

level,  whereas  we  were  keen  to

explore the merging of music videos

with narrative film. Of course, it wont

replace what is already working in the

industry,  but  it  hopefully  provides  a

good  stepping  stone  to  bigger,

commercial  and  music  projects  for

the filmmakers involved.

Alessandra  Migani:  What  is  the

difference  between making  a  music

video  and  a  music  films  like  those

one?

Claire Cook: Our brief was to create a

film  inspired  by  the  music,  so  the

platform  was  not  there  simply  to

promote  the  band  or  musician

involved. The filmmakers were totally

free to create their own ideas, without

prerequisites  eg  use  this  colour,  do

this  band close up.  The labels  were

very supportive of this and seemed to

appreciate the end results.

.

Alessandra Migani:  You selected five

Directors.  What  sort  of  background

did they have? Did they easily  cope

with the budget you were given to?

Claire Cook: We commissioned Warp

Films to produce the 5 films in a very

short time period (6 weeks for all 5).

Their  expertise  and  support  was

necessary in the fast and professional

delivery of the films, plus it helped the

filmmakers to make more out of the
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rather  modest  budgets.  Some

filmmakers had more experience than

others in production, so needed Warp

to  help  them  on  various  levels.  For

example,  Georgina  Wu  is  sti l l  a

student at the RCA and this was her

first film, but her style and sense of

humour shines through her film that

perfectly suits the track for Pop Levi.

Simon Burrill had made shorts but this

was his first music project.  The idea

was to  find people  with  talent  who

wished  to  develop  their  experience

with  the  help  of  the  scheme  and

production partners involved. We are

very happy with the results and hope

to be able to continue the scheme.

www.bbc.co.uk/dna/filmnetwork/ne

wmusicshorts
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Jonas Mekas, Video Art Of Improvisation
Monica Ponzini

Jonas Mekas says about his films that

they are linear and horizontal, that

there’s a past and a present and it

deals with mostly stolen moments

from his everyday life, friends, places

and discussions. There’s no solution of

continuity between one video and

another, the only link is himself who

decides to switch on the video

camera following the instantaneous

impetus without an exact plan and

then he selects them, he establishes

the possible assemblage and he

defines the sequence.

The filmed everyday life becomes raw

material to prune, to transform into

films which keep the immediacy of

the moment caught by chance mixed

with the aura of the protagonists, very

special friends: John Lennon and Yoko

Ono, Nam June Paik, Andy Warhol,

Philip Glass, Salvador Dali�.

He assembles them, breaks its

simplicity and makes them not linear.

And it is because, like in real life, the

most part of the actions hasn’t got a

precise reason, it is simply a question

of instinct. The same instinct that in

the 50s makes him stop in New York

(coming from Europe with his brother)

instead of going on with the travel for

Chicago . If he had gone on, he said

once, he would have become simply a

good baker.

.

In New York he stays for the rest of his

life. Mekas, 84, of Lithuanian origin,

filmmakers and also poet, creator of

the Anthology Film Archives and of

the magazine Film culture, reviewer

for the Village Voice, keeps on looking

at the present. Beyond having cared

an installation of 40 of his short films

at the Maya Stendhal Gallery of New
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York, he has organized the publication

of his site ( www.jonasmekas.com ) so

that they can be downloaded on the

pc or on another multimedia reader

such as Ipod. The installation in the

gallery, realized with the material of

his famous Video Diari, was installed

so that the audience is surrounded

with different screens and submerged

in recollection videos projected in

groups in loop.

And not only: from 1 st January other

short films are available on the site

with the same modality; they will be

adding every day for a year. They are

365 little celebrations of the “light”

cinema, not linked to narrative bonds:

video portraits poems for images,

sketch, and songs in 8mm. The

inspiration? It is Petrarca and his

Canzoniere made up by 366

compositions dedicated to the

beloved woman Laura.

.

A new fragment of world emerges

every day on the web site, selected by

Mekas following the impetus of the

moment: the dedication of the

project, a tribute to Susan Sontag who

re-emerges from the past, a visit at

the castle of the marquees de Sade in

Provence, the meeting with a blind

photographer in Paris, track down a

sentimental travel in the space and

time. Mekas invited also other

filmmakers like Jim Jarmush, Wim

Wenders, Abel Ferrara to take part

with their contributions.

The project is just started and, as

always, there’s no certain plan; there’s

only a healthy passion for the world. It

is not so bad for a missed baker�.

www.mayastendhalgallery.com

www.jonasmekas.com
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Link index

Evil Evolution

http://www.microbia.nl/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfZd45I3g4k

Live Ixem 06…a Summary

http://www.ixem.it/

Avit C23, Pixels Want To Be Trusted

http://www.visualberlin.org/modules/content/index.php?id=1

Motomichi Nakamura, Japanes Hasta La Madre

http://www.digicult.it/2006/ScreenMusic.asp

http://www.motomichi.com/%20

http://www.vjcentral.it/content/view/425/95/

Daan Roosegaarde. An interactive and sustainable world

http://www.studioroosegaarde.net/project/more-works/photo

http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/daan5.png

http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/daan2.png

http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/daan1.png

http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/daan4.png

http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/daan6.png

http://www.studioroosegaarde.net/?project_id=5%20

http://www.studioroosegaarde.net/?project_id=6

No Signal: Overseas Music
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http://www.ticonzero.org

http://www.signal-festival.org

John Duncan, Music Of Invisible

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Michael_von_Hausswolff

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elgaland-Vargaland

http://www.johnduncan.org

http://www.elgaland-vargaland.org

http://www.thesonsofgod.com

http://www.fireworkedition.com

Networking, The Net Like Art

http://www.ecn.org/aha/

http://www.networkingart.eu/

http://www.networkingart.eu/

http://www.ecn.org/aha/

Arcangel Costantini, Hacking As Art And Life

http://transitiomx.cenart.gob.mx/

http://www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotcdmexico/

http://www.un-cuarto.org/

http://www.k-ra.de/

http://www.unosunosyunosceros.com/indexF/14index.htm

http://www.bakteria.org/

http://www.atari-noise.com/
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http://www.museotamayo.org/inmerso/

Some Buoys For The Science By The Bay

http://www.aaas.org/meetings/Annual_Meeting/

http://www.eurekalert.org/

Networked Nature: Nature And Electronic Art

http://www.foxyproduction.com/exhibition/view/659

http://www.newmuseum.org/

http://www.rhizome.org/

My Space Vjing, Bullettin From The Net

Interactive Pictures By Nicolas Clauss

Arcangel Costantini, Hacking As Art And Life

http://transitiomx.cenart.gob.mx/

http://www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotcdmexico/

http://www.un-cuarto.org/

http://www.k-ra.de/

http://www.unosunosyunosceros.com/indexF/14index.htm

http://www.bakteria.org/

http://www.atari-noise.com/

http://www.museotamayo.org/inmerso/

Blip Festival, Low-bit Art In Love

http://www.blipfestival.org/

http://www.thetanknyc.org/

http://www.8bitpeoples.com/
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http://www.stategrezzi.com/stategrezzi_2.0/video/BlipFestival2006_podcas

t.m4v

Bigonzetti-plessi. All Standing

http://www.studiopesci.it/

http://www.aterballetto.it

Nuovi Media E Museo: Un Caso Italiano?

http://www.casoriacontemporaryartmuseum.com

http://self.engad.org/blog

http://www.agricola-de-cologne.de

http://soundlab.newmediafest.org/blog

Cory Arcangel, Re-costructing Code Art

http://www.beigerecords.com/cory/

New Music Shorts: New Talents Growin’up

http://www.bbc.co.uk/filmnetwork/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/filmnetwork/newmusicshorts

Jonas Mekas, Video Art Of Improvisation

http://www.jonasmekas.com/

http://www.mayastendhalgallery.com/

http://www.jonasmekas.com/
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